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Smith and wesson serial number date of manufacture k frame

03-16-2013, 11:41 AM Member Date: March 2013 Post: 5 Dec Likes: 0 Likes 0 Times in 0 Posts KFrame Serial Number Hi, I just bought a good S&amp;W .38 Special Police K-Frame at a local pawn shop for $280.00. I'm looking at two numbers on the gun for I.D. One is on the cylinder car and reads 99727, which I believe is a serial number and gun date around the 1976-77 number on the butt of the gun, but is AYMO235, so I wonder if this thing is important, or
maybe I have a gun assembled from more than one model? Any insights about what I have and the meaning of the differences of numbers will be greatly appreciated. Also, can I get the (NIB) S&amp;W handle for this, or do I have to settle for hogue look the same? Joined Date: Aug 2005 Post: 7,532 Likes: 3,156 likes 5,888 times in 2,363 posts Quotes: Originally posted by C.Ketcham Hi There, I recently bought a S&W .38 special police K-Frame at a local pawn
shop for $280.00. I'm looking at two numbers on the gun for I.D. One is on the cylinder car and reads 99727, which I believe is a serial number and gun date around the 1976-77 number on the butt of the gun, but is AYMO235, so I wonder if this thing is important, or maybe I have a gun assembled from more than one model? Any insights about what I have and the meaning of the differences of numbers will be greatly appreciated. Also, can I get (NIB) S&amp;W
handles for this, or do I have to settle for hogue look the same? The official serial number on Smith &amp; Wesson revolvers is on the bottom of the revolver, your serial number is AYM0235 - a 3-letter letter followed by 4 numbers. Likes: 0 likes 0 times in 0 post-model 64 K frame ID thanks Shawn have no idea how old? Now I'm thinking, and you have an idea about the catch for this? I have old Pachmayrs that come with guns, but they wear a little bit and a little
bigger for my hands. 10:20 AM Banned Date: Aug 2004 Location: Southeast , PA . Welcome to the forum. I think you'll like this gun and it may not be your last Wingmaster 03-18-2013, 12:00 AM Member Join Date: March 2013 Post: 5 Likes: 0 likes 0 times in 0 posts, thank you - yes, I liked it so much so far. The only thing I suffered was shooting to the right a little bit. I wondered if it was me at the time I was left to hand, but I shot the rifle right. I always agree with
my opposite eye and wonder if doing so is creating problems or not .... This place is great because it does not fire rifles). I paint the front eye with a little red and white nail polish so I can sort things up better. Hold out for the mid to late 80's python colt (I think they are a beautiful gun). 6:19 AM Member Join Date: June 2005 Location: Minnesota Post: 231 Likes: 162 Likes 115 Times in 53 Posts Congratulating on Finding Good and Welcome to Forum S&amp;W
Quote: Original Post by C.Ketcham ... Holding out for mid to mid 80 of pythons (I think they are beautiful) 3-18-2013, 03:08 03-18-2013, 03:28, even if there is a heavy tank frame is pretty standard for .38, should I stay away from +P or agree to shoot that gun from 1987? I'll wait until the brighter ones I'll come (probably the next one or the guy after that) to find out about +P in your version 64, but from what I understand it should boil down to the steel frame, it's ok,
but the aluminum frame is not much. My guess is that you should be okay, especially if it's not their stable food, but again - wait until people know what they're talking about comes along. I came from a school that thought +P is not a big deal. Even if there is a heavy tank frame is pretty standard for .38, should I stay away from +P or agree to fire that gun since 1987? The 64 is built using the same frame as the 65 and 66 models, which are in the 357 mags. Today I
find it hard to believe that S&amp;W will use different heat treatments on all their models. My heck, the 640-1 is J-Frame is in the 357 Mag assaulted me over the 357s shooting gun, as well as all the heavier or hotter guns loaded for cambering, given the faster-worn version 64, probably the last 50,000 rounds of soft 148 cut wad seeds and only 10,000 rounds of +p. I have no doubt that any post-50s K 38 special steel frame will handle +P loads. For my own
curiosity, I took and the older 10-2 versions fitted with 19 357 cylinders and barrels and had more than 500 rounds of 357 down without a bad impact, the 500 round wasn't very true, but I had a bunch of fun guns in what I call sub-capabilities (don't start with 4), so it just put in a safe place in case I needed a gun as it might have been littered. 09:08 PM Member Join Date: September 2014 Venue: Clarksville, TN Post: 89 Likes: 2 Likes 113 times in 21 Post L Frame
Handle Question Buy 681-2 that comes with Hogue monogrip installed. I removed it because I'd replaced it with a service grip. However, the leg roll perpendicular through the bottom of the frame is missing. My question is, how much size do I need to use a roll pin to buy at a hardware store? 06-11-2019, 22:07
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
If you drive away to remove the agitator, just install the pin you removed again! Gunsmith S&amp;W Since 1961 06-11-2019 22:19 12:19 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Jun 2010 Location : N GA Posts: 4,131 Likes: 198 Liked 3,246 Times in 1352 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by Alk8944 What Is Stirring for Hogue Griped on? Almost always a stir is mounted on the stock pin! If you drive away to remove the agitator, just install the pins you took out again! The
original Hogue handle needs to remove the stock pins from the factory to install the agitator. Post the following 2 users: 06-12-2019, 07:07 AM Join date: January 2007 Venue: Sandy, Utah Posted: 6,932 Likes: 839 Likes 5,086 Times in 2,220 Posts Quotes: Originally Posted by KEN L Original Hogue Tangible No, it's not done. Why would someone remove the factory pins to install the stirring question! I have installed a lot of Hogue handles, what to do is stir must
be spread enough to snap over the pins! No one has read the instructions, regardless of the pin is 1/8 _______________________ Gunsmithing S&amp;W since 1961, last modified by Alk8944; 06-12-2019: Belgium Post: 13 Likes 7 times in 5 posts Some of the handles (old) want you to remove pins I ordered 2 sets directly from the Hogue, a rubber kit that uses pins for mounts and a solid nylon type that keeps me drifting off the pins. Editing: Last edited by
ubronM; 09:36 AM US Veteran Join Date: Aug 2006 Location: West Central IL Posts: 20,517 Likes: 13,296 Likes 17,157 Times in 6,678 Posts I bought in 1988 from Guy Hogue in a race where he set his trailer, he set up his trailer, 686 saddles over the bottom frame, to drill out there, to drill out there, to get the pin out there. The design was later changed ____________________ H Richard SWCA1967 SWHF244 06-12-2019, 12:34 PM SWCA Member Join date:
June 2010 Venue: N GA Post: 4,131 Likes: 198 Likes 3,246 times in 1,352 Posts Quotes: Originally posted by Alk8944 No, It's not. Why would someone remove the factory pins to install the stirring question! I have installed a lot of Hogue handles, what to do is stir must be spread enough to snap over the pins! Regardless, the pin is 1/8, as the first one actually has a broken plastic clip at the bottom of the frame after you remove the crosspin. They are often poor,
so Hogue adapts the parts attached to the agitator, which cut down on the aluminum block. The simpler design is the last stirring that cuts through the pins on the frame. See below....... Attached Thumbnails 2 Users Liked Post: 06-12-2019, 12:42 PM SWCA Join date: June 2010 Location: N GA Post: 4,131 Likes: 198 Likes 3,246 times in 1,352 posts Here is another stirring setting, transitioning between the two I just posted. Stir around the frame and riding legs
inside the frame. I can't find the first style. 06-12-2019 Last updated at 12:43 PM 06-12-2019, 12:49 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Jun 2010 Location: N GA Posts: 4,131 Likes: 198 3,246 Times in 1,352 Photos Another Attached thumbnails It always surprised me at the depth of intellect in all things Smith and Wesson here. These handles seem to be an old style that requires a cross to punch out. 06-12-2019, 22:42 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Jan 2018
Location: Kansas Posts: 1,104 Likes: 9,504 Liked 2,954 Times in 826 Posts I bought the 19-4 recently with an old Hogue-style handle, the roll pins were removed. I called S&amp;W customer service and they sent me for free. Good luck finding a hardware store. I can't do this _________________ SWCA 3255 SWHF 615 Page 3 06-09-2019, 11:22 PM Member Join Date: January 2019 Post: 146 Likes: 119 likes 344 times in 90 posts 2 1/2 models 6 sachets. I
have a 2 1/2 barrel 66-2 model that I want to find an envelope for. It is popular because I tend to do this while hunting or hiking. Thanksgiving Bob 06-10-2019, 09:55 AM Member Join Date: May 2008 Venue: Deming and Columbus, NM Post: 1,404 Likes: 907 Likes 2,908 Times in 658 Posts Azula holsters on eBay. Best offer Around 06-10-2019, 4:01 PM Member Join Date: June 2017 Venue: Plateau, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in
747 Posts Quote: Originally posted by saemetric Azula holsters on eBay. I put one with my 3 M629 for a year. My brother now has a holster and it is an absolute high quality leather and sewn! Likes: 1,620 likes 15,722 times in 4,407 posts while I don't have a photo of one of them, I quite like The Galco Concealable, it's also an open envelope on top. I have them for various snubs and cars and they really carry closer to the following bodies 2 users like post: 06-102019, 04:31 PM Join date: October 2010 Venue: Enola, Pennsylvania Posted: 3,129 Like: 532 likes 2,075 times in 979 posts I use 1-mate Lobo model carry the holster in the photo below. Location: Missouri Post: 1,235 Likes: 3 Likes 883 times in 447 posts I have Lobo updated pancakes on perfect for my 365 but works well for 2.5 64 when I have it. They will give you one for whatever barrel length you want. The following users liked this post: 06-11-2019, 12:09
AM Join date: July 2014 Venue: Washington Post/Philippines: 5,076 10,800 likes 9,795 times in 3,163 posts Quotes: Originally posted by colt_saa While I don't have a photo of one of mine, I quite adore Galco Concealable. I have them for various snubs and cars and they really carry closer to the body ^^^^^^^^this and I will add a battle master. 02:29 AM US Veteran Join Date: Nov 2013 Location: Boise, Idaho Posts: 6,034 Likes: 23,234 Likes 20,341 times in 4,455
posts for hunting and/or hiking? You might have a strong side slap rifle? If so, I recommend looking for an envelope that you can wear across the draw. Open tops are ideal for carrying OWB concealed with a jacket or jacket, but for owb open carry, especially in the wild, I prefer storage straps. The envelopes, called field style, were created for portable OWB and as vertical they worked well for cross drawing too. On the left side of the Hunter 1100 version on the
right, S&amp;W Wessonhide version 19, thumbnail attached _________________ in Omnia Paratus, last edited by crazyphil; 06-11-2019 at 02.31 am. The following 2 users liked the post: 06-11-2019, 11:02 AM US Veteran Join Date: Apr 2011 Location: The Great Posts Midwest: 2,438 likes: 1,574 Likes 2,162 Times in 930 Posts I have lots and many envelopes like them good. I prefer snap loop style to be able to remove the belt without removing the belt. Likes:
330 likes, 16,275 times in 7,288 posts Bianchi 111 cyclone cross drawn....... Hiking, hunting or riding atv/sxs, I like the gun in front of my hips... Can be pushed back to 9 o'clock for deep concealment action if needed... Join date: April 2011 Venue: Where this month? Posts: 3,549 Likes: 263 Likes 4,109 Times in 1,675 Posts I Have Galco SIL 114 that came with 66 2 1/2 I no longer You can carry a barrel gun anymore with it if you choose to check it back to me. I'll
make a deal with you: Southern Oregon Post: 1,036 Likes: 2,531 Likes 683 times in 406 Posts Everyone has a good idea about the envelope. There are many different options. I carry my 2 1/2 M66 in a Rodek pancake sachet for less than $50 and have a snap for storage. I carried this while hunting and snub M60 in the same brand envelope on a daily basis. Have them for a few years now and still like the new. I don't have a camera, but they have the site
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Kevin in Oregon 06-11-2019, 06:08 PM Member Date: February 2016 Position: Central Ohio Post: 984 Likes: 1,372 Likes Time in 645 forum member posts Snubbyfan made a good rig for mine... The following 2 users liked the post: 06-11-2019, 07:10 PM Join Date: Mar 2007 Location: ALBUQUERQUE,
NM Posted: 10,506 Likes: 6,233 likes 17,982 times in 6,264 posts I've taken my 66 in the Buckheimer C-52 LH that I bought used in the Lafayette gun shop a long time ago. Can't find it when I try to search online. So maybe use one on eBay or somewhere? And you can wear it, draw across _______________________ NRA MEMBER LIFE 06-11-2019, 07:20 PM Member Join date: December 2002 Venue: US Post: 589 Likes: 290 Likes 629 times in 208 posts to
Ebay and printed in Vintage K Frame Leather Holster _______________ Deaf 0 8:04 AM Member Join Date: Apr 2016 Posts: 55 Likes: 2 Liked 44 Times in 25 Posts I'll throw a jagged pancake envelope that I just received for my 66-1 2 1/2. Love the way it rides and conceals the wonderful. Many good options get the best Rick the following users liked this post: 06-12-2019, 11:09 AM WW II Vet Join date: Mar 2006 Venue: COLORADO POST: 1,422 Likes: 468
Likes 3,361 Times in 538 Posts Sir, This USA made Bianchi 5BHL made for 2 1/2 mdl.66. Joined Date: Oct 2018 Posted: 63 Likes: 71 likes 94 times in 38 posts, I just ordered one from a Bullard movie in Texas and I like it. The following users liked this post: 06-12-2019, 11:50 AM Now I have many great options! Join date: October 2015 Venue: N. Utah Posted: 198 Likes: 976 likes 359 times in 107 alternative posts.......... I have a Bianchi 5BHL that fits my 2 1/2 in
K frames keeping the thumb split. I use this mostly when fishing or hiking. I also use the Galco L139 WC CM102 (that is, all stamped on the back). It's open top, most storage is successful w/impression, pressing down the front and back to catch the trigger guard. This one is a wonderful CC envelope (for me), both are OSWB The Bianchi is imo handsome little envelope. I don't have a photo of Galgo thumbnail attached, the following user likes this post: 06-122019, 09:36 AM I carried 2 1/2 66 guns in one until my wife claimed 66 for her gun. Now she has a left-handed version for 66 06-12-2019, 22:07. Quote: Originally posted by HamHands, if you don't want to keep your thumb, Azula is worth it. I put one with my 3 M629 for a year. My brother now has a holster and it is an absolute high quality leather and sewn! I have one... This envelope is not lined blue#19 06-13-2019, 06:05 AM US Veteran Join Date: Mar 2005
Location: Texas Posts: 20,343 Likes: 24,245 Likes 15,918 Times 7,332 Post: Traditional Quotes by HamHands I put one with my 3 M629 for a year. My brother now has a holster and it is an absolute high quality leather and sewn! I would go with this thing or bianchi shadow, I held a four-inch M-64 with a shadow underneath a short jacket and no one ever saw it. It has also used the old Bianchi 5BHL and M-29 of Safariland, now generally copied into the El Paso 2
version, everything is fine, but the shadow may work best for true concealment, Azula may be at the same level, but without storage straps. Page 4 06-09-2019, 11:38 AM Member Join Date: May 2019 Venue: Oregon Post: 528 Likes: 664 Likes 1,301 Times in 366 Post Hammer Bobbed for 1980 Smith Head Airweight has traded away for pristine, nickel plated 1980 want to perform with a bobbed hammer, doesn't want to grind one down on the revolver so want to
replace that with a hammer and then bobbed, or replaced. Best Source for One? 06-09-2019, 12:07 PM If you want a K-frame hammer, I'll send you. Try Lees in Irving TX below (his phone is always busy and he is so). I'll fax him. He responded immediately: Lee's gun piece is the only one at MidwayUSA. Wesson Hammer Assembly S&amp;W 36-10 60-14 317-3 337-3 351PD 360-1
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
12:24 pm 06-09-2019, 01:24 PM Member Date: May 2019 Venue: 528 Likes: 664 Likes 1,301 Times 366 Posts Thank you for the time you took time to give this! 06-12-2109, 09:57 If so, and do: use a grinder or band saw to remove the trigger pivot. The remaining trigger radius that you cut out the pivot. Use the Kydex wheel to complete the task. Use mother or semi-chrome to polish bare metal to chrome finish. Polished as needed to make bare steel appear
chrome. 22:21 PM Absent Comrade Join Date: Feb 2013 Venue: Louisville, KY, USA Post: 19,363 Likes: 53,849 Likes 38,301 Times in 11,796 Posts It Cost very Little to Have a good gun bob hammer right. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Oh
well, what a crazy 06-12-2019, 10:41 comes with all the original documents, including for ammunition, sachets, etc., the original cleaning rod, in excellent condition of trading ruger aged 40 years 10/22 and $200 for this beauty. Attached thumbnails, last modified by the LCC; 06-12-2019, 10:54 p.m., 10:54 p.m., 10:54 p.m., 10/2019, 10/2019, 10/22,54 for all the original documents, including for bullets, envelopes, etc., originally cleaned rods, in excellent condition of
trading 40-year-old Ruger 10/22 and $200 for this beautiful machine. You have a good deal with it... Get an affordable 442 and you can carry this one for your barbecue gun!! Best Regards, Les _______________ SWCA 3084, SWHF 495, PGCA 3064 The following users liked this post: 06-12-2019, 11:42 PM Joining date: Aug 2001 Location: SC Post: 362 Likes: 70 Likes 225 times in 113 posts If you still need a bobbed hammer, usually there are many on Ebay,
some people may need a minute or two with dremel tools to get them right. I like #442 carry yourself. I have many things. The following 2 users liked the post: 06-13-2019, 06:52 AM Joined date: June 2013 Post: 2,461 Likes: 2,832 likes 3,149 times in 1,269 posts, nothing against hammer splashes. My back is a 340pd with crimson traces 405 in my pocket. The following users liked this post: 06-13-2019, 07:21 AM Join date: May 2006 Venue: N. Ohio Posts: 1,282
Likes: 6,785 likes, 1,882 times in 717 posts, one rating for its 442nd execution. Attached thumbnail ___________________________________ Two Revolvers every day The following 2 users liked the post: Page 5 06-12-2019, 10:53 PM Member Join date: February 2012 Location: SD Post: 71 Likes: 32 Likes 214 times in 17 posts to buy Performance Center? I emailed Smith and Wesson and I'm waiting for their reply. I wonder if anyone knows where you can
buy a performance center case? I want one for one of my revolvers. ________________________ 1st Smiling Liar Last, Shooting 06-13-2019, 02:28 AM SWCA Member Join Date: December 2008 Venue: griz.va@att.net Posted: 6,804 Likes: 644 likes 1,078 times in 674 ebay posts usually have several... or sections for sale here in the forum of or call S&amp;W ________________________LSCA#2208 KK4EMO 06-13-2019, 06:40 AM Member Join Date: May
2010 Location: The Steel City Posts: 1,320 Likes: 3,314 Likes 2,513 Times in 795 Posts If You Are Talking About Aluminum Case They Used In The Past For Shock Preparation They brought crazy money to eBay 06-13-2019, 07:26 AM SWCA Member Join Date: April 2005 Location: Oklahoma Post: 4,450 Likes: 2,590 Likes 3,785 Times in 1664 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by kennyb... or the section for sale here on the forum. Here you go firedude... K
Diamond Magnas/Battle/Mod-18 Box/DEVEL Mag Last edited by Jack Toad; 06-13-2019 07:29 AM 06-13-2019, 08:15 AM Member Join Date: February 2012 Venue: SD Post: 71 Likes: 32 Likes 214 Times in 17 Posts Thank you for the response I'm looking for a grey/silver plastic case similar to the blue that most of the revolvers sell with. The metal case is good, but spend for me 06-13-2019, 08:34 AM Moderator Join Date: November 2015 Location: SE Michigan
Posted: 11,768 Likes: 6,603 likes 9,874 times in 3,484 posts, you can post WTB ads in the WTB section of the forum assortment section
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ The following users liked this post: 06-13-2019, 10:45 AM Join date:
February 2017 Location: Southeastern Louisiana Post: 366 Likes: 1,453 Likes 519 times in 194 posts, usually with a few on eBay and Gunbroker last time I watched on eBay with their ton of
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.M
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Posts: 52 Likes: 0 likes 33 times in 15 post deals or no deals in the S&amp;W 500 just bought the S&amp;W 500 8 3/8 under the barrel. What value will be put into this resale? I paid $840, which I felt was a good deal? The following users liked this post: 06-05-2019, 04:56 AM Something comes to mind without knowing the market is better: 1) S&amp;W has done many X-frames that are certainly not hard to find them, so it is often a buyer's market. In other words,
if you buy a new one and later sell it, you'll hit it similarly to a hit when you light out a .500 Magnum around 2) there's a small group of buyers for big magnums, people who don't load and own a .500, one gets quick to fear. By the price of ammunition or hardly firing it, or they are lucrative. The following users liked this post: 06-05-2019, 5:00 I don't mean lucrative, but when I see them new from a dealer for about $1100, I think $840 is good and what I might not lose
money, even if I'm poor, can't wait to shoot it and then plan to reload 06-05-2019, 05:00 PM Member Join Date: Aug 2001 Venue: WV Post: 1,479 Likes: 95 Likes 1,527 Times in 731 Post Local Gun Shop Has One In Similar Condition With A Pair of Ammunition Included He priced me in for $800 it sold, but I'm not sure what the price actually brought or if it was part of the trade agreement 06-05-2019, 05:22 PM Member Join Date: July 2014 Venue: Washington
Post/Philippines Post: 5,076 Likes: 10,800 Likes 9,795 Times in 3,163 Posts On What I See Using X Frames To It and I See A Lot of Them 06-05-2019, 06:42 PM Member Join Date: December 2016 Venue: Texas Post: 494 Likes: 587 Likes 932 Times in 290 Posted by Honest, It's too big to actually use, it's too heavy to actually use, it's too shrinking to actually use it, it's too much to actually use, and they all have internal locks, destroying aesthetics and
gathering. Outside the group of S&amp;W purist there is a group of athletes I call Sadist. They are a gluttonous group for punishment when it comes to contraction. Some are hunters, some are paper drillers. But they're all sadistic. The market for Smith's 500 is both niche and flood, but some sadistic ones will eventually pay you $800 when you have enough
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The_Truth 06-05-2019, 06:48 PM Joining date: Aug 2012 Venue: Fight birth Post: 355 Likes: 284 Likes 456 times in 214 posts 'Sadists' I think you mean Masochist.... Sadist will be a .500 S&amp;W man shot next to u as u-faced decibel output. The following 3 users liked the post: Narragansett, THEmodelof1989, The_Truth 06-05-2019, 06:58 PM US Veteran Join Date: September 2011 Location: Houston, Texas Post: 6,862 Likes: 119,813 Likes 22,461 Times in
5,506 Posts Never Understood the purpose of 500 except 44 mags to stop everything I've hunted
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
06-05-2019, 07:00 PM Member Join Date: December 2016 Venue: Texas Post: 494 Likes: 587 Likes 932 Times in 290 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by Chino74 'Sadists' I think you mean Masochist.... sadistic to be .500 S&amp;W people shot next to u as u suffer decibel output.... sadistic will be .500 S&amp;W people shot next to u as u-faced decibel output.... sadistic will be .500 S&amp;W people shot next to u as u-faced decibel output. I mean, social. It's
mostly sadistic as well. 07:22 PM Member Join Date: July 2016 Post: 52 January 2017 Likes: 0 likes 33 times in 15 posts, I know it's not a really cumulative piece, it's more or less purchased for me to finish. All calibers I have a collection of 38's, 357's and 44's all in the prelock pinned barrel version, this is more or less going with my 460 to round the calibers apart from the new 10mmr 06-05-2019, 07:36 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Jul 2017 Location: Pittsburgh
PA Posts: 1,560 Likes: 1,433 Likes 2,629 Times in 885 Posts I have 500 10.5 PC I've been in great management applications I haven't shot it, I mostly buy it to trade the bait, but I have a hard time letting it go without shooting it first. If they are going to stop doing 10.5, I might have something valuable there ____________________________________-Matt SWCA #3306 06-06-2019, 1:50 PM Member Join Date: December 2017 Venue: Clovis, Ca Post: 143 Likes:
87 Likes 147 Times in 65 Posts Claims: Originally Posted by THEmodelof1989 Honestly, Smith 500 Does Not Appeal Any of S&amp;W purist; It's too big to actually use it, it's actually hard to use, it's actually hard to use, it's actually too hard to use, it's actually used to use too much, it's actually used to use too much, it's actually used, it's too active, it's actually used to be too active, it's actually used to be too active, it's actually used, it's too active, it's actually used
to use it, it's too hard to use, it's actually too hard to use, it's actually used to be too active, it's actually used to be too active, it's actually used to be too active, it's actually used to be too active, it's actually hard work, it's actually used to be too active, it's actually used to use it, it's too hard to use, it's actually hard to use, it's actually too much use, it's actually used to use too much, it's actually used to use too much, it's Outside the group of S&amp;W purist there is a
group of athletes I call Sadist. They are a gluttonous group for punishment when it comes to contraction. Some are hunters, some are paper drillers. But they're all sadistic. The market for Smith's 500 is both niche and flooding, but some sadistic people will eventually pay you $800 when you have enough. Def: People who enjoy activities that appear painful or boring. I suspect that many non-shooter populations would consider all gun owners as Sadistic Def:
People who have been blessed by pain or humiliation to others 06-06-2019, 03:00 PM Member Join Date: Mar 2015 Location: Ohio Post: 5,279 Likes: 5,423 Likes 8,320 times in 3,108 posts If you try to find a good and gentle way for hinting that the comments don't care, I'll say I accept that, ignore and kids. Smith &amp; Smith Wesson X-framers enjoy to shoot, as well as 97% of the other guns I own. No, I haven't shot the target at 500 yards with fps over 800
yards, so it reached the 500-yard target with almost what .45 Auto Hardball offered at the muzzle. .44 Magnums that I don't own because I don't enjoy them. I Lots of .22LR for fun. I took a .223 shot from a 14-inch contender for fun. I shot 10mm. I shot a .45 and .357-44 B&amp;D and .32 S&amp;W Long and .30 Carbine from pistol and .357 Magnum for fun, and yes, I also shot .460 Smith &amp; Wesson Magnum... for fun because I don't enjoy it for reasons with
25 cents (25 cents) And anyone who's ever expressed interest in the cannon when it's out is offering a shot or two, and pretty much they all agree that it's not nearly as bad as they expect. 06-06-2019, 03:05 Mag 44 will stop everything I've ever hunted. Now I don't live in Alaska, my 4 is a novelty that I show off at a barbecue. They are sure to be popular and have proven effective in Alaska. Post the following 2 users: 06-06-2019, 03:09 PM SWCA Joined Date:
May 2018 Post: 3,087 Likes: 5,223 likes, 7,415 times in 1,979 posts, can't agree with sevens post more They're both fun, but I'll give an edge to the .460 (because it's louder). Little or Big They All Fun _______________ SWCA #3356, SWHF#611 Last edited by delcrossv; 06-06-2019 at 3.10am The following 4 users liked the post: CH4, nipperdog, sevens, vonn 06-07-2019, 12:11 AM Suspended Join Date: November 2018 Location: Post TX: 1,003 Likes: 4 Likes
1,361 times in 552 posts If I have one, I'll cheat, I'll load 325 cereal hardcasts to about 800 sort of fps analogue to .38 spl or .44 spl 06-12-2019, 22:11, I guess that will be related to the position value. I slapped the card on the counter very quickly if I even found a used card, where I was, a new person was running $1180 and you could probably spend a couple of hundred off that used. Of course, according to the condition as well. I bought my new 3.5 PC with a
really good discount at $1,349.00 I saw someone take it the other day. At 1,200.00 BAHT 06-13-2019, 02:40 AM SWCA Member Join Date: December 2008 Location: griz.va@att.net Posted: 6,804 Likes: 644 likes 1,078 times in 674 excellent management posts, Have fun, it's 21 a great talent. Joined Date: December 2009 Post: 2012 Likes: 191 likes, 4,520 times in 1,227 posts in Texas, 500 on the market used to sell for $1,000. I have one and maybe add 460
when one pops up for under the grand ... you have a good deal 06-13-2562, 11:14 AM Member Join Date: Jun 2014 Location: Tampa Bay post: 404 likes: 252 likes 1,105 times in 238 posts, I like big shot Revolvers and there are a few 500s nowadays, I have a 460 that I like due to my ability to shoot 3 different .45 cartridges. I have a few 629s and Redhawks yet, but one of my favorite .44mags is my little M69 Snubbie that produces a big fireball, and a lot of
reviews in range. Go Big or Go Home Attached Image Size Paragraph 7 06-02-2019, 11:18 AM Member Join Date: Aug 2017 Venue: Ontario, Ontario, Aug 2017 Canada Post: 84 Likes: 3 Likes 40 times in 26 posts S&amp;W 500 6.5 or 8 3/8? Last edited by BillSussman; 06-02-2019 at 12:02 AM 2 Users liked the following post: 06-02-2019, 11:32 AM Join date: April 2011 Venue: This month? Posted: 3,549 Likes: 263 Likes 4,109 Times in 1,675 Posts Guess
Based on Arm Strength. I don't know which version of the barrel gun is shorter than you have in mind, but the 6-barrel half pull version I've had is significantly harder on hand than And I prefer a longer visual radius with greater speed. Above all, unless you are rich, dirty or ignore what you spend, you need to reload. You can't enjoy the huge versatility of these big boys, as commercial sites don't offer a load of fun plinking, like the full Trail Boss, to complement
something much more powerful. Good luck hunting, tell us what you decide. 06-02-2019 at 16:21 06-02-2019, 12:02 PM US Veteran Join Date: Oct 2013 Location: Central Montana Posts: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes 19,521 Times in 5,519 Posts May Go Well 8 3/8 looks very big, but in the proportion of frame X, no problem, the speed envelope does not matter. And I prefer a longer visual radius with greater speed. Above all, unless you are wealthy or ignore what you
spend, you need to reload. You can't enjoy the huge versatility of these big boys, as commercial sites don't offer a load of fun plinking, like the full Trail Boss, to complement something much more powerful. Good luck hunting, tell us what you decide. Don all my other S&amp;W revolvers. Under, so I guess I should go with the 8.38 yes I'll reload, I don't remember the last time I shot around the factory on 357 or 44 users the following likes of this post: 06-02-2019,
12:05 pm For the deal, the deal goes for longer barrels. Last edited by Morale; At 12.14pm, the following 4 users liked the post: Bill Lear, parsonbw, S-W4EVER, vonn 06-02-2019, 12:35 PM Join date: June 2017 Location: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by BillSussman, so I seriously consider my first S&amp;W50... just look for comments on 6.5 vs. 8.38 I live in Canada, so it will be a
range gun. I would go for 4 barrels to balance and then manage personally. The X frame is a heavy tank of good weapons anyway. I can only imagine that the .500 Smith snubbie would actually be just awesome! The following users liked this post: 06-02-2019, 12:56 PM They will all stop and watch. I promise. This is not a quiet shooter, I have 4, I shot it 6.5 and 8-3/8 to go that longer, they all weighed. I will tell you that loading your own will make a huge
difference. 06-03-2019, 08:10 AM Member Join Date: Nov 2011 Posts: 127 Likes: 9 Likes 100 Times in 40 Posts I bought 460 with 8 3/8 inches a barrel two years ago and found that nose is too heavy for working range. I exchanged it for the 5th generation and found that shorter barrels were easier to balance - that's only me. The following users liked this post: 06-03-2019, 09:10 PM Member Join date: January 2018 Venue: San Jose, CA Posted: May 3 Likes: 0
likes 0 times in 0 posts If you want to take 500 easy shots, go with performance center 7.5 with muzzle brakes 06-03-2019, 09:52 PM Member Join date: Aug 2017 Venue: Ontario, Canada Post: 84 Likes: 3 Likes 40 Times in 26 Posts Claim: Originally posted by HamHands I would go for 4 barrels for balance and personal management already. The X frame is a heavy tank of good weapons anyway. I can only imagine that the .500 Smith snubbie would actually be
just awesome! I live in Canada, so any barrel under 4.2 is illegal here, otherwise I'll be around 4 06-05-2019, 10:30 AM Member join date: December 2003 Location: Houston, Texas Post: 8,277 Likes: 5,215 Likes 10,685 Times: December 2003 Location: Houston, Texas Post: 8,277 Likes: 5,215 Likes 10,685 Times in 4,120 Posts Firing the 500 model several times, my uninputed speculation would be that the longer the barrel, taking advantage of the ballistic
missile's speed, 50 ballistic missiles, the accuracy of the wizard and the additional weight, did not hurt with recoil. The following users liked this post: 06-05-2019, 03:33 AM The maximum weight I shoot is 500gr and my plinking cycle is 350gr Berry's 06-05-2019, 5:08, just looking for feedback on the 6.5 vs. 8.38 I live in Canada, so it will be a range gun. I have both the 4 and 6.5 and 460XVR in 8-3/8, which is generally the same as 500 in terms of size, weight and
balance, the best balance and easy to handle is definitely 4, and considering the excess energy 500 can deliver, even a 4-size tank can approach 2,000 pounds of energy. The muzzle brake is very powerful, so don't believe any stories you hear about a very intense recoil mid-air rotating gun to shoot you in the accidental second pull of the trigger. If you catch it the way you would be 44 magnums, you'll be amazed at what these cannon docile is! When you extend
your peripheral vision 6.5, a handful The plane's gun and make the shooting point very realistic. This may be a long, ideal for a bear country, because you get about all the power possible, with a penalty of only 60+ ounces 6.5, no muzzle brakes, instead of using a series of puncture ports in the radial tank that drains into the space in the shroud, which then drains up. This is almost the point on the same as the system used by Dan Wesson 44 magnum several
decades back. I've shot one in a shadow race and the shrinkage reduction is real! I made up some good hand loads for my 6.5 that just destroyed the 2,000 pound foot power, which is quite enough for what you might need to use it. The same load in 4 produces about 1,650 ft-lb power. It's about 72 ounces and you feel like everyone hangs out there at the end of the muzzle! The only reason to go with the 8-3/8 is maximum power, and if you're thinking of probably
considering a 10-barrel PC version, I enjoy shooting my XVR460, although I don't think anyone can bring a gun that long and relatively. Less balanced. It is 6.5 and certainly not 4 very few factory loads for 500 as loads. With an average operating pressure of 60,000 psi, this is one time where the energy potential far exceeds what is most needed. From the factory ammunition I shot, most probably may not break 40,000 psi because in .50 drill capabilities with so
much power! If you want the hottest load, then Underwood has covered. I think they have some ads that will go over 2,800 pound foot energy - that is, 30-06 kinetic energy with one ounce or more. Bullet! The top 500 magnums are more powerful than 2-3/4 12 load gauge slugs that I realized were last modified by Bill Lear; Joining date: December 2012 Venue: North Texas Post: 1,104 Likes: 143 Likes 1,164 Times in 473 Post Bills My Advice is to shoot each gun,
if all possible to determine what will work for you. The balance is very different and varies from person to person. There are 5 models that are not compensated manufactured and are often called 'John Ross' can be found on the auction site from time to time, since you intend to use it as a Range gun, any of the above should treat you well. The 500 athletes who own those models are gravitational with 6.5 barrel guns for shooting like the new 7.5 and 5 John Ross
to balance the John Ross model with a faster torque rate than other models and more likely to twist in the shooter's hand than other models. It wants athletes to pay more attention to catching. For a record of my personal experience with the X-frame extends to the length of all cylinders produced in both dimensions. Good luck and safety. 06-05-2019 22:21 PM Member Date: June 2017 Place: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times
in 747 Post Quote: Originally Posted by BillSussman I live in Canada So any barrel under 4.2 is illegal here, i would be around 4. But I think you guys can have something we shouldn't do without a lot of red tape to make up, albeit from memories... Rock with 5 models like another poster in this thread, do if you can find one! The following users liked this post: 06-06-2019, 12:20 PM Join date: December 2017 Venue: Clovis, California Post: 143 Likes: 87 Likes 147
times in 65 posts, minimum barrel length, including muzzle brakes or just an accelerator tube? Considering the brakes are an important part of the covered tank and not the add-on, I would assume that until someone identifies differently. In this case, maybe you consider the M460 with a 5 size tank! Unless you need to stop the corvette, miss Iran! It can pretty much equal to 500 for the top load, and Underwood certainly has a cover, but more than that, the 460 can
also shoot 454 Casull - which, believe it or not, is generally cheaper to buy more than 460 bullets! Of course, it can also shoot 45 Colt from soft to wild, and if you have a mechanical cylinder for the moon clip, you can add 45 ACP, 45 Super, 460 Rowland and 45 Winchester Magnum to the cartridge you can shoot from the M460! Note: You don't want the cylindrical adapted for moon clips if you plan to shoot top load 06-07-2019, 06:13 AM Join Date: Nov 2004
Location: N.E.Ohio Posts: 100 Likes: 804 Likes 172 Times in 64 Posts Must Reload and Throw Your Own Ammunition I found my best cost savings when I bought the Lee 440gr mold when you started playing with .500, you would take more photos than you thought. I have 8 3/8 06-07-2019, 03:50 PM Member Join Date: Aug 2017 Venue: Ontario, Ontario, Ontario Canada Post: 84 Likes: 3 Likes 40 Times in 26 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by Gregor, I found
my best cost savings when I bought the Lee 440gr mold when you started playing with .500, you would shoot more than you thought. I have 8 3/8 selections will have to wait 12 years until I retire. Now I have my hands full of work, my wife and my 3 sons are under 6 years old lol I only time now to go over once a week and load 200 cycles that I take with me of 06-07-2019, 3:56, they will all stop and watch. I promise. This is not a quiet shooter, I have 4, I shot it 6.5
and 8-3/8 to go that longer, they all weighed. I will tell you that loading your own will make a huge difference. Look at the gentle loads, look at any of them, of course, to bottle your filling. This thing happened to me then when I shot my 44 lol 06-07-2019, 06:47 PM Member Join Date: February 2003 Venue: Central TX Post: 1908 Likes: 312 likes 699 times in 364 posts as power junk and athletes of the 500s for 16 years can't resist. In a new load and the only
source for that information that I know is John Ross, I talked to Hoddon once and they were rough on their shoulders, saying, Do you think you need even more power? No, but it might be fun to load up. Just for Jingle Don 06-07-2019, 22:05 PM US Veteran Join Date: Jan 2012 Location: NE Ohio Posts: 5,297 Likes: 6,756 Likes 7,922 Times in 2,141 Posts I've Owned 6.5 SW 500 I chose 6.5 because I think i still think 1/2 underlug looks very sharp. Beyond that,
it's a handful, some of it, no matter how you slice it__ ____________________________ John 1:17 NRA Life Benefactor, last edited by mbliss57; 06-07-2019 at 10.06 pm 06-07-2019, 11:14 A sorbout handle does a lot of softening shrinkage into 10oz lighter with classic lines (if you dig it). I'll lean towards 6.5 between the two. Now my dream 500 will be 3.5PC stretching to 5.5 with 1:10 twists and cylinders * Homer Simpson drool 06-08-2019, 02:07 AM SWCA
Member Join Date: December 2012 Venue: North Texas Post: 1,104 Likes: 143 Likes 1,164 Times in 473 Post Quotes: Originally Posted by Bill Lear Minimum Barrel Length Including Muzzle Brake or Just a Speeding Tube? The effective length of the Performance Center version is the barrel length advertised, on 8 3/8' the effective barrel length is 7.5, and in version 4 it is 3, so in the version with removable muzzle brakes, the effective length is about and inches
shorter than the advertised length. If anyone wants a John Ross PM article, I'm with an email address and I'll send you Secure Ruggy 06-12-2019, 05:50 PM Member Join Date: Aug 2017 Location: Ontario, Ontario, August 2017 Canada Post: 84 Likes: 3 Likes 40 times in 26 posts, I ended up with 8.38 now just the game, wait until I get it! The following users liked this post: 06-12-2019, 06:55 AM Now just the game waits until I get it! Where did you go? One with a
port at the top of the muzzle (163500)? Good luck, guns. Easy loading like 44 Mag. 06-12-2019, 09:49 PM Member Join Date: February 2018 Post: 50 January 2018 Likes: 1 liked 10 times in 8 posts Ruggy has the best advice due to restrictions. Your PC 7.5 pc machine will be a great hunting pistol and 5 John Ross will be good around it twisting the barrel to stabilize the 600+ grain missiles. I own a PC 3.5 and absolutely love it. The single best firearms
investment I've made to date. It also taught me a lot about reloading. Good luck and let us know what you decided 06-13-2019, 12:56 pm. Where did you go? One with a port at the top of the muzzle (163500)? Good luck, guns. Load is as simple as the 44 Mag I went with the 163501 since I shot the bullet jacket but plan to cast a future lead 06-13-2019, 12:58 pc 7.5 pc will be a good hunting pistol and 5 John Ross will be good around it, twisting the barrel will
stabilize the 600+ grain missiles. I own a PC 3.5 and absolutely love it. The single best firearms investment I've made to date. It also taught me a lot about reloading. Good luck and let us know what you decide. I don't like S&amp;W PCs... Posts: 5,384 Likes: 11,141 likes 10,343 times in 2,790 unusual battle posts...... maybe a prototype? I picked up all this today. They are quite different. Cutting out both sides is the same and the internal markers sure what
S&amp;W will do, think attached thumbnails __________________ Paul S&amp;WCA #2726 06-12-2019, 06:48 PM SWCA Member Date: Aug 2013 Venue: Rhode Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes 6,897 Times in 2,135 Posts What Do You Say Paul? Are they not S&amp;W? They look like they may be uncomfortable _________________ Pete, we managed in a friend's lead, last edited by Narragansett; 06-12-2019 at 6:50 a.m. 2019, 7:04 PM I don't think
S&amp;W will cut it close to 06-12-2019, 07:09 PM Member Date: February 2010 Venue: Pike County PA Posted: 745 4 users liked the post: 6518John, The_Truth, weatherby, zzclancy 06-12-2019, 07:14 PM Join date: December 2011 Venue: Above ground, Under Water Post: 651 Likes: 490 Likes 443 Times in 207 Post J Frames? Join date: January 2015 Venue: Bossier, La Post: 277 Likes: 948 Likes 103 times in 35 unusual battle posts...... maybe a
prototype? This is 100% legitimate... this is my dress, but they have a satin finish on them. Paul seems to have been polished. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk _____________________ Peace, Evan SWCA #3101 Last edited by bigoo7e; 06-12-2019 at 07:56 a.m. The following 11 users liked the post: 22/32 JDF, 75Vette, DeafSmith, HamHands, jughed440, luangtom, Rock185, shouldazagged, squidsix, weatherby, zzclancy 06-12-2019, 08:35 pm SWCA
Member joined: 2009 Venue: West, ma.Post: 5,384 Likes: 11,141 Likes 10,343 times in 2,790 posts Quote: Originally posted by Narragansett What do you say Paul? The internal markers throw me out with ___________________ Paul S&amp;WCA #2726 The following 2 users liked the post: 06-12-2019, 08:55 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Jan 2009 Location: Western , Ma. Posted: 5,384 Likes: 11,141 Likes 10,343 Times in 2,790 Posts Quotes: Original post
by Frame #2726 J notsofast? Member Join date: January 2009 Venue: West Posts: 5,384 Likes: 11,141 likes 10,343 times in 2,790 posts Quote: Originally posted by K Frame Keith I wondered if Bubba. Now it seems that bubba works for S&amp;W ______________________________________________________________Paul S&amp;WCA #2726 The following 4 users liked the post: 6518John, 75Vette, K Frame Keith, oink 06-13-2019, 12:03 PM SWCA
Joined Date: Jan 2009 Post: 5,384 Likes: 11,141 likes 10,343 times in 2,790 posts I made a bit of a search and Evan commented to me that they came in smith women. This set of pictures was found on another set of 60-3 attached thumbnails ___________________________________________Paul S&amp;WCA #2726 2 users liked to post: 06-13-2019, 04:38 PM Moderator Join Date: Jun 2007 Post: 21,861 Likes: 125 likes, 12,011 times in 6,483 posts, groove
depth on the top panel, and coin positions in these stocks tend to be slightly different. Some examples are both almost touching, and others have noticeable spaces _________________ Alan SWCA 2023, SWHF 220 06-13-2019, 05:14 PM SWCA Member Date: Jan 2009 Venue: West Posts: 5,384 Likes: 11,141 likes, 10,343 times in 2,790 posts, like they I found in Women Smith 60-3's Attached Thumbnails _____________________________paul S&WCA
#2726 Page 9 06-12-2019 01:52 PM SWCA Member Date Joined: Aug 9 06-12-2019 01:52 PM SWCA Member Date Joined: Aug 9 06-12-2019 01:52 PM SWCA Member Date Joined: Aug 9 06-12-2019 01:52 PM SWCA Member Date Joined: Aug 9 06-12-2019 01:52 PM SWCA Member Date Joined: Aug 9 06-12-2019 01:52 PM SWCA Member Date Joined: Aug 9 06-12-2019 01:52 PM SWCA Member Date Joined: Aug 9 06-12-2019 01:2013 Location: Rhode
Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes, 6,897 Times in 2,135 Posts S&amp;W M28-3 Questions I Met M28-3 Today First Person I've Ever Seen I noticed that the skin was black, just like the nitrate-based process or something, my question was, have there ever been a finished time on the M28 switching from normal satin blue to black? Pete, we manage in the lead friends 06-12-2019, 02:07 PM SWCA Member Join Date: May 2008 Venue: PrEDCPost: 3,180 Likes:
590 likes, 3,002 times in 1,232 posts, I suspect, is some kind of refinish at the time, making Smith with real pride in the eyes of their blue skin. The following users liked this post: 06-12-2019, 02:07 PM Join date: April 2013 Venue: Central Florida Post: 784 Likes: 1,151 Likes, 981 In 375 negative posts, factory finishes are always satin blue brushes. Post the following 2 users: 06-12-2019, 02:27 PM Exhibitors Date: January 2007 Location: Great Lakes State Post:
22,352 Likes: 6,260 Likes 14,831 Times in 3,378 Posts Finished on -3 Seems Different from previous guns. New purchase model 28-3 HP
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Join date: Aug 2013 Venue: Road Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes: 6,897 Times in 2,135 Posts Claimed: Originally Posted by S&amp;wchad No It's Flat Black Pete, we manage in the lead, friends 06-12-2019, 02:57 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Aug 2013 Venue: Rhode Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 likes 6,897 times in 2,135 posts Quotes: Originally posted by Jdavis Negative, factory always finished satin blue brush. I think so. I have 6 M28-2 all with the
same finish. I just never saw -3 and wondered if ever there was a finished change? The stuff of today___________________________ Pete we managed in the lead friend 06-12-2019, 03:09 PM Member Join Date: October 2015 Location: N. Utah Posted: 198 Likes: 976 likes 359 times in 107 posts 2 or 3 years ago, I look at 28-3, 4th in the BBL, as I remember finishing in VG condition, if it was blue, it ended up being the darkest blue I've ever seen. That's all I
know about it. The following users liked this post: 06-12-2019, 03:45 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Aug 2013 Location: Rhode Island Posts: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes 6,897 Times in 2,135 Posts: Original post by scooter 2 or 3 years ago I looked at 28-3, 4 in BBL as I remember finished in VG condition, if it was blue, it ended up in the blue most I've ever seen. This seems flat black, anything other than bluing
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Friends 06-13-2019, 07:02 AM Join Date: Apr 2007 Venue: Virginia Post: 4,139 Likes: 4,931 Likes 4,807 times in 2,355 post posts or two would be helpful, but will answer the question, 28 versions finished, the standard satin always blue. There
are some 28 models ordered with satin nickel finished. The following users liked this post: 06-13-2019, 09:00 AM Member Join Date: Oct 2014 Location: South Louisiana Posts: 5,132 Likes: 10,387 Likes 8,408 Times in 2,208 The post I suspect finished in the last year or 2 of producing the 28th generation during the transition from the old Carbonia blue method to a more modern way, S&amp;W began to use. The 28-3 was manufactured up to 1986 or so. The
following 2 users liked 06-13-2019, 3:14 Seven times in 2,652 post quotes: originally posted by muddocktor, I suspect finished last year or 2 of producing the 28th edition during the transition from the old carbonia blue method to a more modern way, S&amp;W started using it later. The 28-3 was manufactured up to 1986 or so. Pete Mudd may have an answer. I know my 2 29-6 revolvers are polished blue, but it's the most blue black I've ever seen. There are about
11 years between 28-3 &amp; 29-6, so it may not be the
solution.___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Location: Rhode Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes 6,897 Times in 2,135 Posts Quotes: Originally Posted by Stansds A Image two is helpful, but to answer 28 version questions, the finish is always blue. There are some 28 models ordered with satin nickel finished. I'm well aware of the rules of the image. It was the case and frankly I ignored it so I didn't ask to see it. I seem to think the price could be 550 or something like that
______________________________________________________.pete we managed in the lead, Friends 06-13-2019, 03:18 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Aug 2013 Location: Road Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes 6,897 times in 2,135 Post Quotes: Originally posted by 75 PeteVette, Clone may have answered. I know my 2 29-6 revolvers are polished blue, but it's the most blue black I've ever seen. There are about 11 years between 28-3 &amp; 29-6, so
maybe it's not the solution. No, it's not like this. I will defend the position to the last drop of your blood that this is after the sales used finished.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Joined Date: July 2013 Venue: South of Atl Post: 3,588 Likes:
31,950 likes 11,647 times in 2,652 posts claimed: Originally posted by Narragansett No, that wasn't. Black flat like a wood stove. How do I defend the position to the last drop of your blood that this is after the sale, use it, why my blood?? It can't happen here Lou_the_welder. Joining date: Aug 2013 Venue: Road Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes: 6,897 times in 2,135 Posts Quotes: Originally Posted by 75Vette Why My Blood? I didn't use my
_____________________ Pete, we managed in the lead. The following 2 users liked the post: 06-13-2019, 06:37 PM Join date: Aug 2015 Venue: Los Angeles, California Post: 1,504 Likes: 2,713 Likes 2,615 Times in 895 Posts They Made 19-3 and 19-5s on the Blue Side Like any old cooking stove, I've seen their photos, but they also described in 4 ed.pgs.218-219 for 19s series made for secret services, and so on for SP Connecticut, is it possible that some 28s
(hp) came that way too? 2 users liked the following post: Page 10 06-01-2013, 01:18 AM Member Join Date: March 2013 Post: 42 Likes: 3 likes 11 times in the 6th post version 68-2, this is my newest acquisition, version 66, new imprint is the 68-2.38 special california highway patrol commemorative. True Safe Queen with Original Circa Box and Document Circa 1985 [IMG][/IMG] [IMG][IMG][/IMG] The following 2 users liked the post: 06-01-2013, 09:45 AM Join
date: February 2008 Venue: Columbia, South Carolina Post: 144 Likes: 9 17-2 65-5, 442-2, 10-5 06-01-2013, 10:12 AM Moderator Join Date: June 2007 Post: 21,861 Likes: 125 likes 12,011 times in 6,483 posts congratulatory to find the person you want! Alan SWCA 2023, SWHF 220 06-01-2013, 10:20 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Aug 2005 Posts: 7,532 Likes: 3,156 Likes 5,888 Times in 2,363 Posts I never understood why S&amp;I &amp;W doesn't make the
68 model or especially a barrel anymore as an additional option in the 67 68 model is essentially 66 rooms in 38 specials. The balance is noticeably different and the K frame should be 5 inches, whether it's replacing or apart from a 6-inch tank, I prefer 3-inch 66s better than 2 1/2 inches as well. Joined Date: November 2011 Venue: Metro Phoenix Post: 2,327 Likes: 11,107 likes 2,585 times in 1,049 Posts Indy, those not stamped. Made version 68 specifically for
CHP There are a few threads in this forum about this very, very good rotation you have! Joining date: November 2002 Venue: Mesa, Arizona Post: 2,560 Likes: 878 Likes 1,696 times in 545 posts I posted with shawn mccarver in this one. I always like 5 barrel smiths and like the balance and stalk sleet out full of 3 over 2.5 stubby barrels on the K or L frame, I'll go one step further and say I like a 3.5 barrel rather than 3 (smiley) Dave
_____________________RSVN '69-'71 PCSD (Ret). The following users liked this post: 06-01-2013, 03:21 PM Joined Date: Mar 2013 Posts: 42 Likes: 3 likes 11 times in 6 post versions 68-2 Yes, they make them for CHP, obviously they also provide lapd with the 68-2 version, however the S&amp;W did not design the 68-2 version, but they took the 66 model frame and room for You can see 66 on the yoke clearly, with the last 10x 6 loops in 66 being stamped
with 8, it is slightly compensated and clear for days. The gun shop that made the transfer actually said it looked like it had been tampered with. They were concerned with how many botched looks at this when I finished the DOJ document, I explained what happened and also the original blue box that represents the serial number. Without that I think they are unwilling to do the transfer, that's just how clear the stamp job is. Quotes: Original post by GerSan69 Indy
those things are not stamped new S&amp;W made version 68 specifically for CHP, there are a few threads in this forum about this very, very good rotation you have! I was born in Southern California when I got a call from a vendor who lived about 20 minutes from where I was staying. I met him the following day at the FFL and we made the transfer 06-01-2013, 09:47 PM Member Join Date: November 2011 Venue: Metro Phoenix Post: 2,327 PM Likes: 11,107
likes 2,585 times in 1,049 posts It Looks Like You're doing something, Indy. Here's a quote from the Bible: [version 68] format • California Highway Patrol Memorial: 1984. Caliber: .38 special; chp model 68 commemorative limited edition, presented in May 1984 with CHP wing wheels. On the side plate, with the California Highway Patrol. Engraved on the tank with a laser engraved walnut case buckle • Los Angeles Corner Police Department-marked model 68-2,
sight in front of red ramp with black outline rear image Room in .38 Special 6-barrel Product Code 102891 Serial Number AJH7108 is our example • Prototype model 66-2 with 68-2 overstamp serial number AES0001 with the Los Angeles Police Department On the right side of the tank are maple stocks in the 6-barrel configuration in the .38-barrel special, Supika Jim; Nahas Richards (2006-12-20), Smith & Wesson's standard catalog 3 (p. 219) F+W Media, Inc.
Version Kindle users like this post: 06-02-2013, 12:11 AM Joined Date: March 2013 Post: 42 Likes: 3 likes 11 times in 6 posts 68-2 GerSan69 thanks for looking at that up in the official book. I knew about these things when I reordered it from our association in 1985 and later sold it in the late 80s. I was offered something during my search. One had an incorrect presentation case, no buckle and no S&amp;W box, the other had damages to the proposed case. It
took a while, but I finally found out what I was looking for. Quote: Originally posted by GerSan69, it looks like you're on Something, Indy. Here's a quote from the Bible: [version 68] format • California Highway Patrol Memorial: 1984. Caliber: .38 special; chp model 68 commemorative limited edition, presented in May 1984 with CHP wing wheels. On the side plate, with the California Highway Patrol. Engraved on the tank with a laser engraved walnut case buckle •
Los Angeles Corner Police Department-marked model 68-2, sight in front of red ramp with black outline rear image Room in .38 Special 6-barrel Product Code 102891 Serial Number AJH7108 is our example • Prototype model 66-2 with 68-2 overstamp serial number AES0001 with the Los Angeles Police Department On the right side of the tank are maple stocks in the 6-barrel configuration in the .38-barrel special, Supika Jim; Nahas Richards (2006-12-20),
Smith & Wesson's standard catalog 3 (p. 219) F+W Media, Inc. Version Kindle users like this post: 06-02-2013, 04:03 PM Joined Date: November 2011 Venue: Metro Phoenix Post: 2,327 Like: 11,107 likes, 2,585 times in 1,049 very cool posts! Last edited by GerSan69; 06-03-2013 at 08:40 PM. 06-03-2013, 08:20 PM Member Join Date: March 2013 Post: 42 January 2013 Like: 3 likes 11 times in 6 posts, yes it was a quote: originally posted by GerSan69 very
cool! Especially on this west coast, California with their crazy gun laws. This is an off-the-line gun. It is not california's list of guns that can be imported into the state. So it's a party between two residents of the state who meet at a gun shop, that's just a search limit. Now I read that CA wants to sell illegal internet ammunition and wants people to buy licenses and check their records before you can buy ammunition. It's getting worse, but I'm not going to go into detail.
The following 2 users liked the post: 09-18-2013, 02:37 PM SWCA Join date: March 2013 Venue: Los Angeles, CA Posted: 1,120 Likes: 2,614 Likes 5,042 Times in 552 Small Posts 09-18-2013, 4:03 am My only cardboard box? The following users liked this post: 09-18-2013, 07:58 PM Join date: January 2001 Venue: Crescent City, CA USA Posted: 62 Likes: 144 Likes 34 In the 14 posts the M68 saw one year ago in a gun shop in northern CA, apparently it was
soaked and slammed with so many things. Should have bought it anyway. The following users liked this post: 06-13-2019, 10:45 -2 Los Angeles Police Department marks Double Revolver Action with Commemorative Case Estimated Price: $800 - $1,400 rockislandauction.com QUOTE: Originally posted by bigl1911 at the end of a few threads, but does anyone know that LAPD SA/DA revolvers come with a presentation box? Anthem 27:2 06-13-2019, 22:54 555
Thread from the Dead Zombie Thread AKA Page 11 06-10-2019, 11:36 PM Member Join Date: January 2007 Place: Mesa, Arizona Post: 181 Likes: 32 Post 124 Times 14 Times In Damnit! I did it and now I need help! I guess it's going to happen at some point, but... I just don't think so fast. I put a shadow point on my Talo 686+! I changed my back eye with a constant eye and got a new eye stuck in the well about 2/3 of the way and had to push it back out. I had a
small gem hammer with a nice head about &lt;1/2, so I tapped it out and it worked well then. However, according to the wife said you can't see it and I know it can be seen from distant galaxies. So, what should I do? I had a titanium watch when the beads exploded and used an eraser made of ink was introduced. You know those tough, gray people. This is a carry-on gun, so the sight is constant, so eventually it will get ding but still... I know if I walk down the block
and it's under concealed clothes and in a coat and I wear a winter coat, you still see it from a corner. Join date: July 2018 Venue: South FL, East Coast. Post: 1,523 likes: 1,417 likes, 1,952 views, 815 posts Just given to people in need Obviously, it's no longer valuable, PS: Try drifting if you don't get the right installation tool. Last edited by oink; 06-10-2019 at 23:53 HRS. This post: 06-11-2019, 12:06 AM Join date: January 2007 Venue: Mesa, Arizona Posted: 181
Likes: 32 Likes 124 Times in 41 Posts Claim: Originally posted by oink just give it away to people in need Obviously, it's no longer valuable, PS: Try drifting if you don't get the right installation tool. Oh, wait.. ebay don't allow guns. I'm in a hurry and I don't want to dig it out. So here I am stuck with a worthless gun. The following users liked this post: 06-11-2019, 12:17 AM Join date: February 2012 Venue: Just West of Houston Post: 3,475 Likes: 790 Likes 4,660
Times in 2061 Posted It's a Pistol Don't Show Pieces. Carry a gun, get scratched and dinged and scuffed 06-11-2019 12:34 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Nov 2014 Location: Central Florida Posts: 2,672 Likes: 17,3 That's the case, I've decided to give you $25 for a gun that was horribly destroyed and I won't ask you if you got it! Please PM me for mailing instructions to my friendly local FFL #3279! The following users liked the post: 06-11-2019, 02:50 AM Joined
Date: November 2011 Venue: Metro Phoenix Post: 2,327 Likes: 11,107 likes 2,585 times in 1,049 posts Ain't Grand OCD? Whatever you do, do not try to count the rows of checks on the handle panel. I've heard that sometimes there are no equal numbers on both sides... 17 users liked the post: 22/32 JDF, 6518John, Ashlander, D Brown, delcrossv, FifthWheel, Indynick, jimbo728, Muss Muggins, Protocall_Design, S&WSRsweet, scruffy, shouldazagged, Stone
Booster, SVT28, The_Truth, wetdog1911 06-11-2019, 06:03 AM Join Date: May 2011 Post: 250 Likes: 231 likes 366 times in 108 post-blast ingress surface ding is the only way to completely fix the OP, I wouldn't own another titanium watch after having one. It's like owning a good black car
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________686-6, 642, 442 06-11-2019, 06:40 AM Member Join Date: Jan 2004 Location: North Huntingdon Pa. Posts: 2,633 Likes: 3,653 Like 5,234 Times in 1640 Never try it yourself, just read about
it._____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________harleyvato, Warren Sear 06-11-2019, 07:09 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Feb 2003
Location: Michigan Posts: 6,446 Likes: 6,864 Liked 9212 Times in 2367 Posts Since It's Stain, why not use some techniques for moving scratches? Then scrub all the guns to the mother and make it look like a nickel? There's some video about it. The following users liked this post: 06-11-2019, 07:24 AM SWCA Join date: October 2010 Venue: Delaware County, Pa post: 469 Likes: 55 likes 326 times in 163 posts, remove scratches on SS guns Try some 3 M
sheets over the years, they have scratched many and marked out my stainless steel gun. Joined Date: December 2016 Posted: 389 Likes: 34 likes 478 times in 183 posts as your plastic, brass or steel hammer? If the hammer is softer than the gun's iron, it may rub it out on the gun, in this case the 3M plate may help, it's like a brass mark from a round that drives out on a semi-automatic pistol with a CLP and enough elbow grease they clean. I had a scratch on a
1911 colt, scrubbing it with very wet oil, 300 grit, paper took off, but sometimes I still knew it was there. 06-11-2019 08:07 AM Member Join Date: Nov 2011 Location: Baton Rouge, La. Posts: 5,182 Likes: 4,680 Likes 5,277 Times in 2,550 Post Quotes: Original post by ACORN I heard you can place sandpaper over the shadows and touch the hammer. Never try it yourself, just read about it. Don't let him start using the hammer again... That's what gets all this going
on at first, tip #1. use a plastic/nylon hammerhead on a firearm of tip #2. Tips #3 The right visual pusher will save you a lot. Join date: March 2014 Venue: Missouri Booth Post: 13,586 Likes: 5,390 likes 21,705 times in 6,906 posts It's a daily pistol, not a barbecue gun The next step . . . . _ _____________ Wisdom comes through fear . Joined Date: Jan 2014 Post: 1,919 Likes: 3,065 likes, 3,324 times in 1,172 posts, just get some mothers and go to town in all guns
___________________ Plastic for toys - J. Cooper the following users liked this post: 06-11-2019, 08:56 AM US Veteran Join Date: Oct 2013 Location: Central Montana Posts: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes 19,521 times in 5,519 Post Posted: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes 19,521 times in 5,519 Post Posted: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes 19,521 times in 5,519 Posted: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes 19,521 times in 5,519 Post Posted: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes 19,521 times in 5,519
Posted: 19,519 Posted: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes 19,521 times in 5,519 Post-originally post: 8,160 Likes: 4 Move on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Light grey comes all the pristine with beautiful wooden stock. One good-looking gun. It's painful to shoot with a wooden stock to some rear wires covering the rubber work. The fine attractions were traded out with another 325 fixed tackles,
and numerous carryouts caused wear and tear. But that's not what happens with guns going on in and out of the envelope being fired regularly, like a 20-year-old wife vz, a 50-year-old wife, a 50-year-old wife, maybe not as shiny as a 20-year-old (and some of it's your fault), but when all the chips are on the table you want with you? The following 3 users liked the post: Boriqua, Deputy Tom, Should 06-11-2019, 09:56 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Feb 2013 Post:
2,936 Likes: 7,909 likes 2,216 times in 995 posts I'm with many others here, as you identify it as a pistol, so why is it a big deal? I just want to know if you've never marked or slammed. 06-11-2019 10:12 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Jul 2005 Location: Indiana Posts: 9890 Likes: 5,815 Liked 6,598 Times in 3,200 Posts Quote: Originally posted by ACORN, I've heard you can place sandpaper over a shiny spot and tap it with a hammer. Never try it yourself, just
read about it. This may be worth a try. Get different grit of wet or dry (I'll probably start with a 320 or 400) and use a soft hammer. If it works, I have more sympathy for you than anyone else here. 06-11-2019, 10:27 AM Member Join Date: Mar 2002 Location: Santo las nubes, Florida Posts: 6,677 likes: 4,367 Liked 8,655 Times in 3,032 Posts Quote: 4,367 Liked 8,655 Times in 3,032 Posts Quote: 4,367 Liked 8,655 Times in 3,032 Posts: 4,367 Liked 8,655 Times in
3,032 Posts Quote: 4,367 Liked 8,655 Times in 3,032 Posts: 4,367 Liked 8,655 Times in 3032 Quote: 4,367 Originally posted by M29since14 I was in Indiana and I can see it. You guys are too worried about your guns. How is the store buying a new one as your hammer? I was with my family on Saturday. We had a lot of fun with the 10-22 scope and AR, we left the Mini Mk X (Interarms .223) in case on the ground. I guess someone unzipped the case, so when
we finished, I dragged the side of the muzzle on the concrete. Now and forever my son and I can say that the rifle was in perfect condition except for the scratches that Pops put in at that time at Triple N Ranch maybe I didn't get the $219 I paid for it 30 years ago. The road of happiness the following users liked this post: 06-11-2019, 10:40 AM Join date: June 2014 Venue: N/O Tampa Bay Post: 404 Likes: 252 Likes 1,105 Times in 238 Posts Try Pencil Eraser in
Bright Spots. 12:08 PM Member Join Date: October 2009 Venue: MN Post: 1,676 Likes: 830 Likes 1,826 Times in 755 Posts Posted And We Can Work From There 06-11-2019, 08:35 PM SWCA Member Join Date: October 2014 Location: Central VA Post: 2,296 Likes: 3,430 Likes 3,916 Times in 1,396 Posts May Be Slightly Lighter? Trying not to count 09:52 PM Member Join Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 Likes: 181 likes 200 times in 73 posts, I'm the most OCD
person when it comes to what I own... especially guns! Do what you need to do to fix acne. 08:55 AM Member Join Date: Jan 2014 Posts: 1,919 Likes: 3,065 likes 3,324 times in 1,172 posts this past post, but fit here, I have the same conundrum with my 1066, so I went full of spring with it, all new wolves polished inside, then put a hammer on the spur 3 with a polished side to the top, finished it with a little custom decoration. Now the action is slender than the owl
on the wet stone. No boingy anymore, boingy in trigger action too, the owner of gen 3 will know what I mean. 06-13-2019, 09-13-2019, 09:04 AM Member Join Date: Jul 2014 Location: Washington/Philippines posts: 5,076 likes: 10,800 Liked 9,795 Times in 3,163 Posts The most always scratched. Do not do anything to remove scratches for a few months, you will forget it. I said this rifle will be used in the field... Scratched as a sign of fish/meat on ice. Last edited
by Imissedagain; 06-13-2019 01:50 AM 06-13-2019, Holy Cow . I tried not to let OCD kill me. I barely noticed the stigma 06-13-2019, 04:42 PM Member join date: October 2008 Location: Connecticut Post: 224 Likes: 75 Likes 95 times in 54 posts I have to miss something It's a carry-on gun, the only thing you want to carry a gun is to do a bang. I hope you don't think, hey, bad guy, yes, I'm sorry my gun is flawed. Carry my gun with wear of sachets and dings etc,
but it goes bang and that's all I'm interested in. I hope you are best at making your decision ___________________ in God, we trust ΜΟΛΩΝ ΛΑΒΕ last edited by Sebring Pop; 06-13-2019 at 04:44 a.m. The following users liked this post: 06-13-2019, 04:50 PM Joining Date: January 2007 Venue: Mesa, Arizona Post: 181 Likes: 32 Likes 124 Times in 41 Posts Cited: Originally posted by Sebring Pop I must have lost something. It's a gun. I hope you don't think,
hey, bad guy, yes, I'm sorry my gun is flawed. Carry my gun with wear of sachets and dings etc, but it goes bang and that's all I'm interested in. I wish you the best in your decision, everyone has their own little things. The car is just getting you from point A to point B, but there's a plain Jane car and a very nice one and everything in between and eventually they all do the same thing. I have a beautiful titanium pan that makes time no better than Timex, but it excites
me every time I look at it. It makes me happy to have something good kept well. I grew up in my early years on inner-city housing projects with less money and less hope. I made it out there with a great career and I'm quite nut about my things because I don't think I'll have them. Hi point and SAR are also made and they cost about $200 dollars. I just want self-defense 06-13-2019, 06:41 PM Member Join Date: January 2004 Venue: North Huntingdon, Pa. Post:
2,633 Likes: 3,653 likes 5,234 times in 1,640 posts I don't see anything wrong with trying to give you a good weapon. They cost a fair amount, and by keeping them well, you can reduce your losses if you decide to sell later. Besides, it's your gun! Treat it as you wish. ACORN; 06-13-2019 06.44 a.m. 06-13-2019, 11:23 PM Absent Comrade Date: Feb 2013 Venue: Louisville, KY, USA Post: 19,363 Likes: 53,849 Likes 38,301 Times in 11,796 Posts It's Your Gun If
you don't think you can live with acne, what you need is your call. For me, guns may be a beautiful tool, but they are used and they will inevitably show marks, and for me OCD (which unfortunately I have plenty of) is a huge pain in hindquarters ______________________________________________________ Oh well, what is crazy 06-14-2019, 12:08 AM Member Join Date: Apr 2014 Posts: 667 Likes: 727 Liked 640 Times in 293 Posts Quote: Originally Posted
by AJR337 Break out flitz and old lingerie and start scrubbing... When I polish in the garage and door up, I always wear a new bra. The following 2 users liked the post: Page 12 06-14-2019, 01:51 AM Member Join date: April 2013 Location: Michigan Post: 18 Likes: 15 Likes 22 times in 14 posts Get 342PD Today Close Armslist I've been searching for 342PD year or so I picked up today off the list of weapons for It comes with everything you see in the picture...
Non-image is two buttons for the internal lock that I found in a small bullet bag (only 5 rounds), the seller gave me. He's happy to have the money I'm happy to have the gun but it has some light envelopes worn on the edges, but overall in very good shape. Most importantly, the titanium cylinder has good shape, performs frequently, but does not shoot much. Am I the only one who loves the red ramp front eyes on this gun? There's no plan to change anything. Just
shoot it and start carrying it. I know +p must be jacketed, but can I shoot 148 gr wadcutters? 06-14-2019 At 1:55 am 06-14-2019, 01:58 AM Member Join Date: April 2017 Post: 279 Likes: 81 likes 417 times in 166 post-smoking agreements! You have to like the ease of portability. The following users liked this post: 06-14-2019, 05:34 AM Moderator Join date: January 2007 Venue: Great Lakes State Post: 22,352 Likes: 6,260 Likes, 14,831 Times in 3,378 Good Gun
Posts, You'll Hold It! I have a number of titanium barrel guns, and I only fire a bullet jacket. I'm not worried about the bullet pulling under the recoil, but I'm worried about removing the lead deposit because you can't use anything polished on the cylinder
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Page 13 06-13-2019, 05:12 PM Member Join Date: January 2007 Venue: Mesa, Arizona Post: 181 Likes: 32 Likes 124 Times in 41 Post-Fight Revolver and Mini Review I tried to make perfect for me I started with 3 Talo+ but soon found a grip that doesn't allow fast reload or so excellent precision to go and go. But then I decided that I was going to fix the eyes on the back. I don't see the need for adjustable rear vision on the car. Maybe some of you guys think it's
important, but I'm not, and because of the thin details of it, I have the devil of time picking up the front eye very quickly. Actually, I'm better than speed-wise with my Ruger Gutter eyes, so keep the rear eye, bang everything you want and it won't come out of position, the black box is good and long so I can get the front eye quickly. It's so wavy that it doesn't pick up the glare and the aperture is wide enough to keep the light on either side of the front post, love it! I'm
not claiming to be a shot killer. Just a guy who goes twice a month. I only took two action shots and closed my hand and didn't use any support, I killed it in a variety of gestures that were close to 5 years and 10 and 15 stars all. Now it's easy for my old eyes to see the latest attached front post, edited by Boriqua; 06-14-2019 at 12.22pm. 13 users liked the post: 755, 75Vette, adwjc, Breaker, brucev, Groo01, HamHands, Highhawk1948, Joe Kent, jscheck, Klagz13,
OLDSTER, shouldgged 06-13-2019, 05:17 PM Joining Date: January 2007 Venue: Mesa, Arizona Post: 181 Likes: 32 Likes 124 times in 41 posts I think for giggles I'll move the target out to the end of the indoor range which is marked as 25 years. I cropped the image to include the figure I threw away the target, so it was all honest. I pulled them mostly to the right a little bit, but it wasn't as many attractions as I still learned a little trigger. On the flyer I staged the
trigger and I had long coached myself from my staging and ruger didn't actually have a point. If I pull straight through like I did with my Ruger, I get much better results. I haven't owned Smith for many years, but i own many rookies, all hands-free DAO 25yds... well, no, but if I can do it, most are fairly well built guns and the rear eye is near enough for me. I'm thrilled with the constant sight and new grip. This is a contact for the rear-house eyes of custom firearms,
quality tactical training and tactical competition. Marksman . . . again, deny it. No barbecue with him. All guns will follow my liking now and I have a lot of primer and powder ammunition and maybe 1000 rds of factory ammunition so all I have to do . . 06-13-2019 at 05:22 AM The following 4 users liked the post: adwjc, brucev, HamHands, Should 06-13-2019, 07:00 PM Member Join Date: November 2002 Venue: Mesa, Arizona Post: 2,560 Likes: 878 Likes 1,696
times in 545 Boriqua posts, do you have D&amp;L visually installed, or do you just buy the rear eye and put it in yourself? Dave ________________________________________________________________RSVN '69-'71 PCSD (Ret) 06-13-2019, 07:07 PM Member Join Date: January 2007 Venue: Mesa, Arizona Post: 181 Likes: 32 Likes 124 Times in 41 Posts Cited: Originally Posted by Dave T Boriqua, Do You Have D&amp;L Eye-Installing, or Do You Just
Buy Behind Sight and Put It Yourself? By the way, a good gun is executed well at how it's done. Dave, I bought an eye and installed it. I marked my gun a little bit, just lazy, but it was a simple setup. The hardest part was the screws he sent were about 3mm long for my gun, so I had to cut and grind to make sure they didn't emerge under the top strap. I spent my time and they were all perfectly washed. Other than that, it is cut and dried. Fits tightly at the
compartment for the leaves, so I put a drop of oil and Go right on 06-13-2019, 07:14 PM Member Join Date: February 2008 Venue: Peach State!!!! Posted: 5,292 Likes: 10,705 likes 4,773 times in 1,872 posts outstanding revolver! In every way about the ideal for everything you will confront. In the result, the goal is great, say the well of revolver and yours, sincerely, Bruce ____________________________&lt;&lt;&lt; 06-13-2019, 07:36 PM SWCA Member Join
Date: Nov 2014 Location: Central Florida Posts: 2,672 Likes: 17,384 Set the gun up in the right way for you! Dave Brown SWCA #3279 06-13-2019, 09:29 06-13-2019, 22:52 Great video brother! Sounds like we have the same idea, but I went .357 for me 7 shoots of 357 with a comfortable grip and a lighter fast attraction is just what the doctor ordered. 747 Posts I have VZ's on every single semi-auto I own because they offer thin lines with a thin texture that is
aggressive enough to keep my downtown running gun as the CZ P-01 with VZ's handle width is thinner than my commander 4 1911 with a thin line handle and a bush/screw handle along my digital caliper! It's expensive, but they'll last forever and look good. Great job in grip and rear sight. You're talking about you shooting one hand. If you take a hand-supporting photo with... You'll put those holes down the vertical line of bullseye @ 25 yards... maybe reduce the
split time too, in even half. You're talking about fighting, so I think this is your rig, that's the only reason I'm talking about using a support hand. Great photography either way! I love the undiluted cylinder on the short tank because it adds a little more balance behind the mandatory cone/barrel. Photo of my carry-on gun/rig with VZ Diamondbacks inside the vault console 10 gauge... The rear eye view is viewed as explosive evidence 06-14-2019, 10:15 AM Member
Join Date: January 2007 Location: Mesa, Arizona Post: 181 Likes: 32 Likes 124 Times in 41 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by HamHands I Have VZ Of All I OwnEd Because Of Presents a thin line with a surface that is aggressive enough to provide adhesion in this Georgia and North Carolina heat. The width of the grip is thinner than my Commander 4 1911 with a thin line handle and a bush/screw handle according to my digital caliper! It's expensive, but they'll
last forever and look good. Great job in grip and rear sight. You're talking about you shooting one hand. If you take a hand-supporting photo with... You'll put those holes down the vertical line of bullseye @ 25 yards... maybe reduce the split time too, in even half. You're talking about fighting, so I think this is your rig, that's the only reason I'm talking about using a support hand. Great photography either way! I love the undiluted cylinder on the short tank because it
adds a little more balance behind the mandatory cone/barrel. Pictures of my carry gun/rig with VZ Diamondbacks inside the vault console 10 gauge... I know it's the wrong forum to discuss other guns but... i'll see your CZ and lift the Turkish mud for you. I didn't shoot a lot of 9mm, but these guys were hard to beat. Last edited by Boriqua; 06-14-2019 at 10.40 a.m. Page 14 06-13-2019, 7:49 PM Member Join Date: January 2004 Venue: OrCo, CA - USA Posted:
May 6 Likes: 1 like 0 times in 0 post S&amp;W 627 question section okay, so after a long break from shooting revolver I pulled off a 627 set for the ICORE open. My situation is I've put a port cover for the tank and the wrong rear eye. I remember putting it in a safe place (guess it's too safe because I can't adjust it). Sell replacement parts? If not, where can I supply at least comprehensive compensation? Not sure I want to go back to the rear sight factory. If I go
with the standard attractions, I think Dawson fiber optic up front and plain black square eyes for the rear TIA _________________________ NRA Life Semper Fi 2Bn5thMar '77-82 IPSC ICORE IDPA 06-13-2019, 10:54 p.m.: Someone suggested to send an email or call S&amp;W and most of them send a little free thing to send from my iPad using Tapatalk 06-14-2019, 10:18 AM SWCA Member Join Date: February 2008 Location Post NJ Central: 2,291 Likes:
223 Likes 3,601 Times in 1,144 Posts Quote: Originally Posted by rwmagnus Not sure I want to go back to the back of factory sight If I go with the standard attractions, I think Dawson optics fibre up front and plain black squares for the back. For the latter, take bowen country rough IMO best S&amp;W shots on the Adios market, Pizza Bob ____________________________________NRA Page 15 06-08-2019, 08:26 PM Member Join Date: June 2017 Venue:
Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times 747 Posts Short &amp; Stretch... True One is the M629-3 and the other one is the M629-5... but both are full Lugged exhibitions and I think they complement each other very well. Frame N barrel size 6.5 is actually M629-3, DX Classic and Frame N Barrel 3 is the M629-5 rear-mount packers... With Smith OEM 90's Combat Wood, Pau Ferro, a.k.a. (Morado Wood) Grip... They manage and get
from flat table positions in similarly well-handed, too, with a peculiar familiarity, but Shorty has an edge for CCW and an absolute balance. While stretching really shines in the spot ability department while drawing down at distant range and dealing with contractions a little better as well. Both shot and handling large 300gr and 305gr ammunition as well as light weight 240 things load equally well! I went home early enough to take one quick photo while the sun was
still out. I'll take more photos in the near future and add them to this thread! Anyway, I hope you enjoy the photo and comparison of the N-frames filled with my stainless steel! 8:29 a.m. Reason: Grammar: The following 26 users liked the post: 75Vette, 9mmsubgun-m11, BLUEDOT37, Boriqua, BrianFJ40, cndrdk, Fboyj, Forte Smitten Wesson, Groo01, Gunaholic, jdlii, jscheck, Klagz13, Kraynky, lscocoa, Mehutch, mikethebike67, mod29, nathan510, paul105,
rjm6120, sâ€™t Shark Bait, Warren Sear, wellthought1 06-08-2019, 8:08 AM Join date PM 29: September 2017 Post: 2015 Likes: 2,495 likes 3,551 times in 1,281 beautiful gun posts, but I like those with half-barrel/tapered housing rod rebound _____________________RIP .40 S&W (1990 - current) 4 users following likes post: BrianFJ40, HamHands, Mehutch, rbmac52 06-08-2019, 08:32 PM Joining Date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post:
1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Posts Quotes: Originally posted by Dirty Harry Callahan Beautiful Guns, but I like those with half-lug barrels/tapered housing ejector. Yes, with your screen name, I wouldn't expect anything else! And I've seen some pictures of your cute half lugs lately and they're definitely cute! The following 2 users liked the post: 06-08-2019, 08:54 PM US Veteran Join Date: Mar 2015 Location: New Posts: 2,658 likes: 6,657 likes,
7,244 times in 1,594 posts, nice posts with a couple. Thanks for sharing. The following 2 users liked the post: 06-08-2019, 09:28 PM Joining date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Posts Quotes: Originally posted by Nice Shark Victim Watch There. Thanks for sharing. Thank you to the shark bait... And thanks for the email I just read a friend too! 2 Users Liked: 06-08-2019, 22:08 Sent from my iPhone
using Tapatalk 06-08-2019, 10:35 PM Join Date: January 2015 Location: Hill Hill South Dakota Post: 1,121 I like Mountain Backpacker, remind me of the S&amp;W Model 696-1 44Rem Spl. Just a little bigger frame than the mountain gun forever! Photo Attached __________________ SD'n social spacing since 1889. HamHands 06-09-2019, 08:39 AM Join Date: 2013 location: South of Atl Posts: 3,588 Likes: 31,950 Likes 11,647 times in 2,652 Posts Quotes:
Originally Posted by Nathan510 Very Good Under! This is The Extreme Hunter Performance Center 629-5 12 &amp; 629-5 Comp Hunter Performance Center 7.5 Nathan Extreme Hunter Is Very Good. Are you sure you don't see it every day?__09:10 AM US Veteran Join Date: Mar 2015 Location: New Mexico Posts: 2,658 Likes: 6,657 Liked 7,244 Times in 1594 Posts Ham You've put me back looking for a classic 5-inch DX someday... The following users liked
this post: 06-09-2019, 11:23 AM Member Join Date: Jun 2017 Location: Highlands, North Carolina Posts: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Post Quotes: Originally Posted by Shark Bait Ham, You've Made Me Come Back Looking for 5 Inch Classics Maybe someday... Size 5 is probably the perfect barrel size... and the rarest version unfortunately! But they're out there... The following users liked this post: 06-09-2019, 11:42 AM Joined Date: July 2013
Venue: South of Atl Post: 3,588 Likes: 31,950 likes 11,647 times in 2,652 posts look good double Hammy. Looking forward to a good close-up of the
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Looking forward to having a good close-up. I shot her at my club/range @ 25 m a few days before I went out for a break to blow the steam and she did really well. Pulling a single action trigger is good, perhaps the closest thing to my N frame. A couple better than I thought at first. I don't believe she was shot much earlier, considering that the crane area is tight and the bolts locked and when the cylinder is closed. / Open the cylinder and press the release of the
thumb cylinder, use the effort. I hope. She has a cylinder on the side wink more than I need in the NOS gun. See if she's shot in the race... Then I decided that I would install an electric tank. Large size Stop or just leave good enough alone. I know the touch of wink is so preferred and understood, but this one is more than any other revo I've ever had. I would like your opinion and SW282 after you both get a chance to check her! The following users liked this post:
06-09-2019, 12:19 PM I bet it's a pleasure to shoot over long distances. I'm thinking of steel plates everywhere from 100 to 200 yards, Cloke! I'm sorry, I'm sorry. I'm sorry, I'm sorry. Very cool, thanks for sharing: The following users liked this post: 06-09-2019, 01:01 PM Joined Date: June 2009 Venue: CSRA Post: 2,104 Likes: 828 Likes 1,592 Times in 761 Post Quotes: Originally Posted by Nathan510 Very Good underlugs! This is The Extreme Hunter
Performance Center 629-5 12 &amp; 629-5 Comp Hunter Performance Center 7.5 Fun! Sent from my iPhone using a great tapatalk mate Nathan... I have twins of comp 629 in 657 41Magnum without measuring removable brakes/my tank compensation is 61/2 inches of like 12'' 629 extreme hunters always... I know it would do well in IHMSA Big Bore Shadows... ESP on rams 200 meters!! snubby 3'' 629-5 in undiluted silk trade Some people call them 3'' Hunter.
What a brick, of course. A point like one too. My Mt Gun pointed like part of my hand last modified by sw282; 06-09-2019 at 1:19 am The following 3 users liked to post: 06-13-2019, 12:16 pm How is DX photography for ya? Looking forward to having a good close-up. Today I have time to stop since we have no childcare lining up for this afternoon. So I'll get some more intimate off the back porch later, Vette! Here ... it became my favorite suburban CCW and
Wood-Gun and rig. They don't make envelopes like this anymore. I'll post a picture of the gun/rig later in here as well! This 200grain CCI's beloved gun topped with Flyin' Ashtray's gold dots and even a hot load. 200grain, nickel coated brass case model/same fly ashtray favorite CCW gun, LHS M-24... (Shorty still / now a solid favorite CCW/rig with DeSantis), pictures of OEM Holster for sale with Lew Horton Special M24 traditional... Thanks again, shark-bait...
You're a solid forum member! Our neighbors outside on both sides... Woods-loaded out below, supported by her wife and M642 with 158gr hard casting pills. Last edited by HamHands; 06-13-2019 04:24 PM Source: 06-13-2019, 04:36 PM Join date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Post Quotes: Originally Posted by Norseman Nice @The. I searched the M696-1 and the other Pre-Lock 696 for one
year so it's not useful @The. I searched the M696-1 and other Pre-Lock 696 for one year so it's not useful. You mean as follows: _______________________ 08:31 AM Member Join Date: Jun 2009 Location: CSRA Posts: 2,104 Likes: 828 Likes 1,592 Times in 761 Post Words: Original post by 75Vette You Mean Like This: Why do poor Hami josh like locusts? You know he's in ''TIMEOUT'' til Jan2020 The following 2 users liked the post: 06-14-2019, 01:18 PM
Join date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Posts Quotes: Originally Posted by sw282 Why Did Josh Hami Broke Like a Locust? You know he's in ''Time Out'' til Jan2020 Fellas... I deserve to run out of time and honestly not be ashamed to admit it. I appreciate my wife stopping. My illness was inspired by spending. I think I'm subconsciously thinking that the 2020 election will be reminiscent of the 08
election and want to get everything before, panic, where possible, until now in 19' alone... (2) Custom AR-15's (1) Scorpion CZ (3) N Frame (M629-3 DX Classic), (M24-3 Lew Horton Special), &amp; an (M629-5 Mountain Back Packer) (1) J Frame (M642) (1) Vortex Strike-Eagle High Power Scope for My 16-Inch Recce AR-15 for Guns / Long Hunting (Good Glass Parts) (2) Vortex (3x Spitfire) RedDot Scope (2) 10.3 bbl and 2 removable pistol receiver AR... &amp;
5.56 Ammunition Collector... I'm happy in Lock-Down until 1/1/20 and I'm happy she's put on me enough! Last edited by HamHands; 06-14-2019 01:33 AM . 02:06 PM US Veteran Join Date: Mar 2015 Location: Aurora, CO. Posts: 1,210 Likes: 892 Likes 1,662 Times in 706 Post S&amp;W Model 48 NIB Traded for this at gun show last weekend # DDV9313 Serial # DDV9313 This is my first version 48 and of course it has locked. What is the best kit available to
remove the lock and waste the bru? Thanks 06-14-2019, 03:2 7 _______________________________66-2/642-1/640Pro/627Pro/LComp Page 17 06-12-2019, 22:37 At work mowing the grass and even running 20 miles in a hot TX morning I performed an AIWB and didn't know what the definition of y'alls in the long run was, but I felt it had held quite well under the circumstances. The worst problem is rust at the front sight and cylinder discharge, and most of the
finishes are worn out around the edges. I swapped the pistol off as my carry-on piece for a moment with the 640-1 I received for Christmas, but I had to switch back due to rust and holes under the grip of the 640 in less than 6 months of similar use. I prefer all 640 steel in almost every way, and the trigger is quite poor on the lightweight alloy frame as well as shrinkage. But I can't say it's bad for durability 06-12-2019, 11:29, I've been thinking about sending it back
to S&amp;W for refining, but haven't done it so far. I took hundreds of rounds of photography during the time I owned it, but it worked as i designed 06-12-2019, 23:36 I carry #442-1. Here in SULTRY SC and to reduce the wear I use Boeshield, it is wax-like, a barrier to moisture and rust. It comes in a bottle as a liquid or an aerosol spray. Browndale carried it. Some people use Renaissance wax. If I'm a collector, I'll use it, but for carrying a gun I like Boeshield.
Date: May 2004 Venue: Buckeye, AZ, USA Posted: 1,032 Likes: 9,339 likes 1,195 times in 441 posts I've taken my 340 M&amp;P regularly for many years now. Every time I take a little Birchwood-Casey black aluminum and touch the finish wear in high spot. I also waxed after each cleaning, after making sure I had removed all the oil from the outside of the small gun. I also have several other j frames, both .38 and .357 mag, these include the 640 Pro and the
640-1 yes all steel guns have more patience to shoot with .38 and .357 warm, but they don't perform nearly as well __________________________________________Dave Frost 06-13-2019, 1:27 PM Member Join Date: Feb 2007 Location: Pennsylvania Post: 116 Likes: 9 Likes 61 Times in 25 Posts Hmm.....Coming Out to Texas for a Wedding This Summer and Although I always travel with Glock 43 (easily replaced) I may just need a 340M&amp;P pack...
12:36 AM Member Join Date: Apr 2017 Posts: 279 Likes: 81 Likes 417 Times in 166 Posts My 340PD Is Shining at the Edge, but otherwise carrying a handbag It's quite grit when I weld and grind it for dust work it out and check the lubricant on the reels and hand her good to go my MP340 into a different breed tho now because I'm beadblasted finished out immediately when I got it, prepared it for welding up a lock hole where everyone just plugged in. After
exchanging titanium cylinders and aluminum side finish, it looks completely different than the first episode born 06-14-2019, 02:44 AM Member Join Date: Dec 2003 Location: HOUSTON, TEXAS Posts: 8,277 Likes: 5,215 Likes 10,685 Times 4,120 I found nothing easy to carry up my carry-up adjustment. No Complaints 06-14-2019, 09:59 AM US Veteran Join Date: Oct 2010 Posts: 6,682 Likes: 2,665 Likes 11,632 Times in 3,3 And it shows a little wear, but I've

switched to LCPII recently so that the revolver doesn't perform anymore __________________ Old Cop LEO (Ret.) 06-14-2019, 11:19 AM Member Join Date: Apr 2006 Location: Massachusetts Post: 158 Likes: 27 Likes 109 Times in 38 Posts About Some @michpatriot? It's quite grit when I weld and grind it for dust work it out and check the lubricant on the reels and hand her well to go my MP340 into a different tho strain now because I'm beadblasted, finished
out immediately when I got it, prepared it for welding up the lock hole at all just plugged in. After exchanging titanium cylinders and aluminum sides finished, it looked completely different than Born 06-14-2019, 02:27 PM Member Join Date: November 2005 Venue: Upstate SC Posted: 2,624 Likes: 7 likes 3,355 times in 1,151 posts, durability is actually a matter of how to use the list most of the time. If you are looking for a gun to shoot thousands and thousands of
rounds, of course, the 340 is not as durable as all steel guns and the 36 models will last longer. After all, wouldn't you expect a forged steel wrench to pass through bolts rather than aluminum? But now, if your main wish is to have a lighter gun, shoot from time to time, but carry every day 340 will last as long as anything else and won't pull the pants down as much as an iron one.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ As you can
see, the 340pd starts shining on the trigger guard and cylinder and on the frame at the bottom, but hey, it's a pistol every day and I kind of look like a revolver with a bit of wear. I got rid of the red front ramp sight and put one of those hi vis green sites and I like it very much. 06-14-2019 at 10:31 p.m., the following users liked this post: 06-14-2019, 10:46 am 18-Page Thumbnail Attached 06-13-2019, 08:20 PM Member Join Date: December 2005 Location: San
Diego Post: 78 Likes: 15 Likes 60 Times in 23 Posts 629-1 Lew Horton 3 No one knows what the right stock for this revolver might be. It has a hogue wooden stock set on it that appears to be cocobola or something similar. Obviously, only 8,000 of these revolvers do. The gun is in very good condition and quite cool. Think about buying it, but not sure of the stock appreciating any help Bob 06-13-2019, 08:42 PM Member Join Date: Aug 2006 Location: Texas
Panhandle Post: 1354 Likes: 1,816 likes 1,304 times in 565 original stock posts that came in the 629-1 version 3 round butt revolver is a factory made of fighting stock, finger-fighting grooves made of goncalo alves wood with S&amp;W medallions mounted on each panel in traditional locations. The grip you describe as being in the gun now is aftermarket and quite good at that. However, replacing the original will cost between $250-300 or more if It's important to
you. Please note that if you decide to offer the GUN _____________________________________________________________________FBINA, Session 204, the following 2 users liked the post: 06-13-2019, 08:56 PM Join date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes, 1,872 Times in 747 Posts But I believe that all Lew Horton 3 barrel Revo comes with Smith OEM Goncalo Alves Tiger-Wood handle like my LHS M24
produced in 83' with the bottom. I suggest you shake hands with the pair to see how they fit your hands before you peel the bones. The $350+ they go on eBay... both the LHS Goncalo Alves and the 90-pound OEM Smith-style battle known as Morado's fit my hand like they do for them, and that's all I have in my N frame, the M24 LHS M29LHS top M629-5 with culina's handsome partner, catching Goncalo Alves from John and Jennifer Culina at the bottom.
They're sent for 240 baht, and that's probably what you want to go for. It is my understanding that they will emulate after 60 of the style. They are slightly longer and have a profile of about 90% of lew horton's 80 fights. Good luck OP and we need a picture of your new LHS! Join date: December 2005 Venue: San Diego Post: 78 Likes: 15 Likes 60 Times in 23 Posts Thank You Everyone - Good Info Bob 06-14-2019, 09:01 PM Member Join Date: Jan 2009 Post:
3,023 Likes: 2,259 likes 4,375 times in 1,251 posts, culina makes the product better than S&amp;W made. It's not that Smith's shop doesn't make quality stocks. They do Culina is just high quality for the same money, less, depending on what wood you order. Sell Grip - Culina catches the following 2 users like post: 06-15-2019, 09:05 AM Join Date: Jun 2017 Location: Highlands, North Carolina Posts: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Posts Quote:
Originally posted by SLT23 culina Makes better product than S&amp;W. They do Culina is just high quality for the same money, less, depending on what wood you order. Sell Grips - Culina Grips I can agree with that! I chose the second highest grade of Goncalo Alves when I ordered from them and I have the option of the best stock of that breed, lower than their presentation grade. I hope they will copy the profiles of combats, the profile version of the OEM 80
compared to the profile version of longer (more than half an inch) 60 80's Lew Horton's and 90's Morado are more compact in length and so slightly in width... That's why I suggested the OP get his mitts around Lew Hortons and Culina before he spent $240-$350 and realized that they didn't fit well or performed as he wanted. Page 19 06-14-2019, 08:57 PM Member Join Date: May 2012 Post: 1 Likes: 0 likes 0 times in 0 post cylider hard to open Hi I have a classic
S&amp;W 629 .44.it not shot much, but after a half-box shot of Winchester Ammo last week, the cylinder is hard to open. Now it requires force.this is a version with a silly lock with a little key any help will be appreciated Dan 06-14-2019, 09:08 PM SWCA Member Join date: October 2014 Location: Central VA Post: 2,296 Likes: 3,430 Likes 3,916 Times In 1,396 Posts Looking for: 1. Rubbish under the star extraction 2. Loose extraction rod, it is a left hand thread of
3.gunk in or around the piston at the front of the vent rod. The following 4 users liked the post: Execpro, L-2, rubiranch, stansds 06-14-2019, 09:48 PM Joining date: Aug 2012 Venue: Fight Birth Post: 355 Likes: 284 Likes 456 times in 214 posts Most Extracted Rod, It happened twice in my 629. View a topic about the same or research that topic... It's not complicated, it just needs to be tightened... The following users liked this post: 06-14-2019, 09:58 AM It is
usually an extractor just getting loose. You can make the problem worse without planning to play or rotate the lever by hand when you clean or show the gun. The lack of a spinning mind of the open cylinder by holding the end of the rod during cleaning or extraction of the used shells can be done. 2 users liked the post: rubiranch, THEmodelof1989 06-14-2019, 10:05 PM Moderator Join Date: Jun 2007 Post: 21,861 Likes: 125 Likes 12,011 Times in 6,483 Posts
Welcome! The fast opening cylinder flip leads to extra stress on the internal part and yoke. It may not involve the difficulty of opening an action, but being a good person with your gun is always a good idea. Let me know if the above fixes work ________________ Alan SWCA 2023, SWHF 220 The following users like this post: 06-14-2019, 10:17 AM I have a middle rod (a small rod inside the stick ejected. Actually, lock it into a shrinking shield) has it for longer
than the old one. Gradually filed down a little and checked now and then during the filing (remember, man, you can not put the iron you protrude, so that it's slow and frequently checked). Soon the gun will open like a bank vault door, so I tightened both the shebang up and the gun as slick as it could ___________________ deaf 11:02 PM Member Date: Mar. 2013 Location: Kentucky Intermediate Post: 2,373 Likes: 9,096 Likes 3,845 times in 1,466 posts If it
happens always after 1/2 shell box, try collecting old toothbrushes, solvents/lubrication and rags nearby. Use them to clean them out under the extracted stars and wipe them down to remove any crud under there &amp; try again (unburnt powder &amp; suet can be created). Make sure to hold the heavy cylinder with your other hand when you flip it open, allowing full weight to stop the trip because it swings down, ensuring that nothing bends, then shows us the
image! The following users liked this post: 06-15-2019, 12:18 AM Member Join Date: September 2016 Location: Arizona Post: 474 Likes: 584 Likes 608 times in 254 posts It's not a loose split rod or rubbish under/in the piston. I read a thread here about wanting a longer middle pin. I ordered a new one from Browndale, it's been a long time. The issue has been resolved. Deaf people talk about this above.
__________________________________________________________________________________ The following 3 veterans liked the post: HamHands, Kraynky, rubiranch 06-15-2019, 08:25 AM JoinEd Date: November 2011 Post: 127 Likes: 9 likes 100 times in 40 posts happened to my PC 629 - Take advice from this forum and just fasten the extraction lever, that's all 06-15-2019, 09:07 AM Member Join Date: Apr 2001 Posts: 309 Likes: 51 Liked 215 in 86
Posts A full forward thumb piece? Last edited by Smithman 06-15-2019 at 09.08 a.m. 06-15-2019 09:19 AM US Veteran Join Date: Aug 2006 Location: West Central IL Posts: 20,517 Likes: 13,296 Likes 17,157 times in 6,678 posts If the issue lingers under the extracted star, you may reduce the problem by ejecting it with a rotating tank. In this way, the residual powder that is not burned will fall immediately and not be behind the extracted star
__________________ H Richard SWCA1967 SWHF244 The following 4 users liked the post: Groo01, hsmith9491, kraynky, Nightowl 06-15-2019, 09:50 AM Joined Date: April 2016 Posted: 638 Likes: 473 likes 869 times in 361 posts claimed: Originally posted by DeafSmith I had one S&amp;W that was very sticky to open the cylinder. I have a middle rod (a small rod inside the case of a real locked rod. Shields recoiled) got it for longer than the old one. Gradually
filed down a little and checked now and then during the filing (remember, man, you can not put the iron you protrude, so that it's slow and frequently checked). Soon the gun will open like a bank vault door, so I tighten both the shebang up and the gun as slick as it can. Do what this gentleman said. It costs like $5-7 for a middle pin, but it fixes the problem. I recently fixed the 681 with a similar problem, the new pin center solved perfectly without any installation at
YMMV sent from my Pixel 3a XL using Tapatalk. 10:25 AM US Veteran Join Date: October 2013 Venue: Montana Central Post: 8,160 Likes: 4,639 Likes, 19,521 Times in 5,519 First posts If you tighten it, place 2 shot pieces of brass in the room to help hold the star. Don't marr up knurling by grabbing it with pliers or not liking the hand fitting. Don't go all gorillas, just put pressure on a steady hand. Check and clean well under the stars. Learn to eject with a muzzle
up. The best way with revolvers, such as the S&amp;W center pin problem? If doing this may not be your problem. Check the lug under the tank, does it move freely with a little spring tension? It is possible that the assembly ejects is quite long and pulls the butt out. This can happen if the shoulder of the barrel is set back to the cylinder gap, just the cylinder. It could happen at a new gun factory. Fix both short stem and middle leg. When the cylinder is open, press
the thumb all the way forward. Does the bolt leg come washed with a shrink shield so that the pins will release? If not, maybe the gun under the thumb piece or in the bolt slide area. Last edited by steelslaver; 06-15-2019 at 10:26 AM Join date: September 2005 Venue: SW Ohio Posted: 1986 Likes: 1,572 likes, 2,182 times in 989 posts, I ran into the same problem with my version. 19. It turns out that the thumb piece is slightly loose and does not allow it to move
forward with the press of a shrink shield button. Tighten the thumb pieces and slick them into a whistle. Page 20 06-09-2019, 11:49 AM Member Join date: Aug 2016 Venue: Fort Myers Post: 126 Likes: 109 likes 127 times in 43 first Revolver posts and look for envelopes I just bought. SW 686 pro ssr with 4 barrels. I've looked at Milt Sparks, Warbird, Tucker, Lobo and Just Rugged. The only thing I've seen at work so far is the jagged pancakes I've had a message
into Tucker and Lobo to see if they can do it for this version. there are Buy an envelope for this pistol with good luck in fits? Join date: November 2011 Venue: La Conner, WA Posted: 1,531 Likes: 4,039 likes 1,156 times in 573 posts, I bought an envelope for my SSR from Lobo and liked it a lot. It also works well for the standard 4 inch 686 and 4.2-inch M69. Rick 06-09-2019, 12:19 PM US Veteran Join Date: Dec 2008 Location: Colorado Posts: 617 Likes: 7609
Liked 856 Times in 321 Posts Look at Kramer Holsters Watch Out, One Revolver Will Lead Full Security
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Last edited by zzclancy 21; The following users liked this post: 06-09-2019, 12:23 PM US Veteran Join Date: Jul 2013 Location: Oklahoma Post: 275 Likes: 307 Likes 267 Times in 134 Posts Bianchi #111 Cyclone or Bianchi Shadow ll ll spend $100 on custom if you want, but these are very long hours 06-09-2019, 01:13 PM Member Date Joined: December 2014, Upstate Place SC: Posted: 10,032 Likes: 13,294 likes 29,034 times in 6,614 posts that I like my
Galco Combat Master for my 686. The following users liked this post: 06-09-2019, 02:27 PM Joined date: Aug 2012 Post: 1,125 Likes: 878 likes 2,207 times in 546 posts I have just rough for every Revolver I own. Can't go wrong with their envelope..... The following 4 users liked the post: kthom, M721, OLDSTER, SwflG17Guy 06-09-2019, 02:31 PM Join date: Aug 2016 Venue: Fort Myers Post: 126 Aug 2016 Likes: 109 likes, 127 times in 43 posts, Well, Tucker
bounced back and said he's done this version before and has two sachet options. All with fancy options for $300, I once bought a crying once-a-man, but still spent a little. I'm seeing an increase in addiction. I'm planning a small frame .38 and a large frame .357 snubbie I'll do a .44 mag, but I'm not close enough to moose the country for bad kids at 06-09-2019, 2:35 can't crash with their envelope..... I can go into the rough just with an envelope and a bullet bag for
less than $200 unless he's making a bag in Cape Buffalo to match the envelope, then it might tip a little as much as I'll do a dress in that. He didn't offer it, but it never hurts to ask him to propose someone else, but not that one 06-09-2019, style 4:09 is a matter of personal opinion, of course, but the SR envelope just works and they work very well for me! The Company is: To do business as
well_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Join date: January 2011 Venue: Badgerland Post: 2,203 Likes: 451 Likes 1,319 Times in 688 Posts I Happened Like Mernickle Let's See, They're very comfortable because they have quite flat backs and come across many models. The price is reasonable as well. Thumbnail attached __________________ NEMO Everything 44 users liked this post: 06-11-2019, 07:38 PM Joined Date: March 2016 Post: 1,103 Likes: 1,067 likes, 1,509 times in 648 posts, may
want to see desantis high-rise offers as well. Reasonable price for very high quality leather and stitching of chef Oui! 06-15-2019, 11:15 AM Member Join Date: Nov 2009 Location: Washington Illinois Posts: 3,489 Likes: 9,067 Likes 2,678 Times in 1,029 Posts Mernickle holsters and Diamond D Custom Made Very Good Envelopes 06-15-2019, 11:46 AM Member Join Date: Jan 2012 Post: 110 Liked 163 times in 65 posts +1 for just rough 06-15-2019, 12:01 PM
Member Join Date: November 2006 Location: Montana Posted: 4,327 Likes: 2,520 likes, 4,188 times in 1,548 posts, many of my revolvers sit in either Kramer, Lobo or Milt Sparks.... can't go wrong with any of the envelopes mentioned..... Randy 06-15-2019, 12:12 PM Member Join Date: February 2017 Venue: Nebraska Post: 123 Likes: 63 Likes 112 Times in 52 Posts I heard good things about everyone mentioned I went with the pancakes that increased the
lobo for my 4-inch 65 version to cover it under oversized clothes. Frame N feels lighter on my belt than the frame. k in pancakes If you don't need to try to cover up the gun, that's what I recommend, send it from my XT1254 using Tapatalk 06-15-2019, 12:54 PM Members Join Date: October 2006 Venue: Nevada Post: 324 Likes: 429 Likes: 204 Times in 97 Post Safariland 567 Custom Fit for Pistol Holster - PLAIN BLACK STX, Right Hand 567-09 Up to 25% Off 4.5
Star Points Free Shipping Over $49! I use a couple of these Safariland #567 custom fit version packs for my 4 627Pro and 2+ 640Pro. My envelopes are allowed and come with hardware for how to paddle or loop the belt to wear. If #567-09-411 is the exact model for 4 686, you should order one of them ___________________________________66-2/642-1/640Pro/627Pro/LComp 06-15-2019, 1:40 PM US Veteran Join Date: Dec 2007 Location: Central Texas
Posts: 4,146 Likes: 340 Liked 3,877 Times in 1478 Posts Quote: Originally posted by careful zzclancy One revolver will lead to full security and one envelope for both box/bucket/full drawer, as well as Bigwheel. - It's not fast, but neither me nor it covers enough of the parts, I'm comfortable using it to perform on the field while hunting. Regards Dave 06-15-2019, 02:16 PM Member Join Date: January 2005 Venue: Edmund, OK Posted: 4,244 Likes: 898 likes 4,634
times in 1849 post pancake sachets concealed revolver best and comfortable, but many collapsed when the gun was drawn, and I liked the Bianchi brown leather belt holster for general use and the optic planet recently had a big sale to them, and I believe I paid about $45 shipped for the K-frame 4 06-15-2019, 2:34 Matt Whitefield makes a good product from a very hard leather curl, making reholstering very easy. I have one for my Kimber revolver and one for
the 686/586 seven rounds that I own MD Whitefield Leather – MD Whitefield Leather Holsters. Joining member Date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Post Quotes: Originally Posted by SwflG17Guy Well Tucker Then Hit Me Back and Say He Made This Model Before and There Are Two Sachet Options. All with fancy options for $300, I once bought a crying once-a-man, but still spent a little. I'm
seeing an increase in addiction. I'm planning a small .38 frame and a large frame .357 snubbie I'll do a .44 mag, but I'm not close enough to moose the country for bad kids that in your first post you hit all the good name manufacturers I've bought envelopes from and still have $300 for sachets though... maybe if it fits my pistol 3. I spent about $130 max and I didn't wear any sachets of me out, but YMMV... I don't live in moose country as well, but .44Specials out of
.44mag makes a hard hit, almost perfect low shrinkage/load pill to deal with 80% of all situations. If you reload, you can go from soft to wild with both .44Spec and .44Mag... this makes it the most versatile pistol capability in my opinion. Heck has so many great factories that you don't need to reload right away, your M686 4 will serve you well, but you talk about addiction... Don't go into 3 or 4 M24 or M29 then because you'll have a really quick problem! The
following users liked this post: 06-15-2019, 04:49 AM Unable to beat both price and quality ____________________ John 06-15-2019, 06:26 PM Member Date: Apr 2013 Post: 1723 Likes: 1 liked 1,274 times in 719 posts, initial answer of all time - strong leather pancakes, w/thumbreak . Virtually every Make one, with little change in height and rake. The replacement answer - Somthing more or less inspired by threepersons, including Bianchi 5B, is defining the end
of the spectrum to approximately Geo Lawrence No 120. If you are looking for a crossdraw for a particular purpose (separate discussion) Cyclone Bianchi 111 above, it's wonderful * for me * near vertical crossdraw envelope works poorly, I want a major butt angle. I have a Ross holster for a particular revolver and it has more tilt than a cyclone and it is the bee's knee. The following users liked this post: 21 06-03-2019, 08:36 PM Member Join Date: Aug 2017 Post:
491 Likes: 1,314 Likes 1,529 Times in 206 Posts Received, Model 629-5 PC, 629-5 MG Hey All, had a pick up date a few days ago (in CA we had to wait 10 days) thought I'd share the Smiths 629-5 2 5/8ths Smith Performance Center Model 629-5 Magna-Port Mountain Gun Custom Bonus: Smith Model 24-3 4 Fun! The following users liked this post: 06-03-2019, 08:38 75Vette, Double Dip, Firedude, HamHands, Kingspoke, Klagz13, Lou_the_welder, Mgb556,
s&amp;wchad, SAFireman, Usmc5811, zipty6 06-03-2019, 08:39 PM Joined Date: August 2017 Posted: 491 Likes: 1,314 Likes 1,529 Times In 206 Posts Sent From My iPhone Using Tapatalk 06-03-2019, 08:41 PM Member Join date: May 2016 Post: 87 Likes: 337 likes 87 times in 38 posts received a day, version 629-5 PC, 629-5 MG Nice. Joined date: Aug 2017 Posted: 491 Likes: 1,314 likes 1,529 times in 206 posts sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk The
following 11 users liked the post: 75Vette, Kingspoke, Klagz13, kraynky, Lou_the_welder, Mgb556, Oyster, rickflst, SAFireman, The Norseman, zipty6 06-03-2019, 10:57 PM Join date: Aug 2015 Venue: Los Angeles, California Post: 1,504 Likes: 2,713 Likes 2,615 Times in 895 Posts Dammm! No Join Date: March 2018 Post: 25 May 2018 Submitted from my iPhone using Tapatalk 06-03-2019, 11:14 PM Member Join Date: August 2017 Post: 491 Likes: 1,314
likes 1,529 times in 206 posts Lol What makes you think I do? Quote: Original post by Mgb556 You must have 696! Using Tapatalk, the following users liked this post: 06-04-2019, 07:52 AM Join date: January 2015 Venue: Black Hill South Dakota Post: 1,121 Likes: 2,873 likes, 1,815 times in 679 posts, 3 very good S&amp;W Revolvers wow! Congratulations, with the Blue S&amp;W model 24-3 44Rem Spl, 4 Bbl really interested, that reminds me of a real
mountain gun profile. This photo has been attached 21 to the SD'n'n social spacing since 1889. Join date: January 2007 Venue: Great Lakes State Post: 22,352 Likes: 6,260 Likes 14,831 Times in 3,378 Posts Love PC 629 snubby Good Rating! S&amp;W calls it ultimate Defense Revolver (UDR)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
AM Member Join Date: Jul 2013 Location: South of Atl Posts: 3,588 Likes: 31,950 Likes 11,647 Times in 2,652 Posts Nathan You use grocery cart with you when you go to gun shop?? You have a good nose for finding good 44s. It looks like you'll get a bonus with a flat fight on a PC gun, maybe not use any of your smack outta hands when you touch off hot though! Someone went for all the enchilada on the Magnaport package on the mountain gun. I like it, and
who doesn't like the pretty 4 24-3 high on my wish list? Congratulations on many great hurdles!!
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
So far I have: 686-5 MG 657-4 MG 629-5 MG 625-4 MG Also want to add a similar profile 4 barrels of tapered like 24-3 4 and 624 4 have others? I like them! Congratulations, with The Blue S&amp;W Model 24-3 44Rem Spl, 4 Bbl really really interested, that reminds me of a real mountain gun profile, thank you for sharing it and pictures 06-04-2019, 10:53 AM Member Join Date: Aug 2017 Posts: 491 Likes: 1,314 Likes 1,529 Posts in 2660! That's a 627-looking
killer! I haven't seen one coming up for sale, especially not in my neck of the woods. Am I correct in hypothesising that they do their style (UDR) in .44mag, .357mag and .41mag? Did I miss anything? That's a .44 Mag version of the 627 UDR Clint Eastwood using one of 8 .357's images (adapted with a fluorite cylinder). S&amp;W calls it Ultimate Defense Revolver (UDR) 06-04-2019, 10:55 AM Member Join Date: Aug. Posted: 491 Likes: 1,314 likes, 1,529 times in
206 posts, grocery cart seems to be more effective! 629PC comes with the Altamont battle, but they have light scuffs on clear coats. So I threw a couple of flat side fights that I took from my 629-5 V-Comp (haven't posted the picture). Bravo! Claim: Originally posted by 75Vette Nathan, did you use a grocery cart with you when you went to the gun shop?? You have a good nose for finding good 44s. It looks like you'll get a bonus with a flat fight on a PC gun, maybe
not use any of your smack outta hands when you touch off hot though! Someone went for all the enchilada on the Magnaport package on the mountain gun. I like it, and who doesn't like the pretty 4 24-3 high on my wish list? Congratulations on many wonderful hurdles!! The following users liked this post: 06-05-2019, 06:30 AM Moderator Join date: Jan 2007 Location: Great Lakes State Post: 22,352 Likes: 6,260 Likes: 14,831 likes in 3,378 Posts: Originally posted
by Nathan510 I'm correct in assuming they made their style (UDR) in .44, .35 and .41mag? That's right! I believe that's all of them
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
likes: 9,096 likes, 3,845 times in 1,466 posts, I know there are 625-6 mountain guns with 4 barrels in 45 colts bought n late 90's - 2000, pretty sure it has a slender tank. 24-3 is a favorite of the series. Unfortunately, I didn't keep a lot of that gem. But this is my 45 old colt 625-6. The following users liked this post: 06-15-2019, 9:48 am The following users liked this post: page 22 06-07-2019, 22:19, what I want is a 3-inch combat style grip on G10 material, the
problem is the color I want the VZ not to do. Altamont didn't make a custom statement, Hogue has a color, but it doesn't make the G10 catch apart from round to square conversation or j frame bantam color, I'm looking for a Hogue called G-Mascus. Last edited by jbooker82; 06-07-2019 10:24 PM 06-07-2019, 10:43 PM Join date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 1797 likes 1,872 times in 747 posts I hate to say it brother, but if VZ doesn't
do it and the G10 you want, you're asking for a high order. Fill... Are you sure there's nothing else that the VZ/makes ity scratch ??? The following users liked this post: 06-15-2019, 11:41 AM You're asking for a high order. Fill... Are you sure there's nothing else that the VZ/makes ity scratch ??? I hope someone might have a secret place. I'll get that color, but it will be in the conversion grip of hogue I do not know if it will look good size 3 model 19 Carry Comp.
Page 23 05-17-2019 08:51 PM Member Join Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 Likes: 181 likes 200 times in 73 new posts 686 4 bugs completed, I just received my new S&amp;W 686 4 .357 magnum today (05-17-2019) The word Made in USA Marcas Registradas Smith & Wesson is virtually invisible. Obviously it's a light strike on production and through quality control. Will you contact Smith &amp; Wesson for a replacement? What to do with it? Do I think it will reduce
the resale value? 05-17-2019 21:27 Am 05-17-2019, 08:54 PM Member Join Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 January 2009 Likes: 181 Likes 200 Times In 73 Posts Edited by wellthought1; 05-17-2019 At 8:56 a.m. Following 4 Users Liked Post: Ashlander, Hunter Keith, OLDSTER, spad124 05-17-2019, 09:42 PM Join date: Aug 2012 Venue: North Dakota Post: 8,302 Likes: 10,312 Likes 8,271 times in 2,370 posts If 2,370 posts if 2,370 posts, 2,370 posts, brand new
guns, I'll ask for a change from S&amp;W. _______________________________ John following 3 users liked to post: Bajadoc, Narragansett, rubiranch 05-17 -2019, 9:52 PM Join date: November 2003 Venue: Scott County, Tennessee Post: 923 Likes: 268 Likes 502 Times in 316 Good posts here to go...... s&amp;w ask fer it by sending it out like it is, so I guess I'll force them and let them get it back. ____________________JAREDSHS LEO(retired) 3 users
following such as post: Dave T, Narragansett, rubiranch 05-17-2019, 22:25 PM Joining date: October 2016 Venue: Left Coast Post: 255 Likes: 1,451 Likes 570 times in 162 posts As long as the gun is otherwise working well and firing straight that won't bother me at all. I might feel different if it was a highly collected piece or a $3,000+ gun, but not with the current production 686 that is a tool 05-17-2019, 10:29 it looks strange, but it won't affect the work in any way.
The following 3 users liked the post: Jim NNN, spad124 05-17-2019, 10:33 PM Member Date: March 2014 Venue: New Hampshire Post: 2,354 Likes: 6,102 Likes 2,552 times in 1065 Posts That wouldn't be a concern for me if it's a good shot. The following users liked this post: 05-17-2019, 10:36 am As it may affect resale value, I opened the ticket with smith &amp; Wesson customer support. This rotating frame should be rejected before the final assembly IMO I
paid good money for this revolver and I expect the quality I paid to. Again, thanks for the reply, the following 3 users liked the post: mikethebike67, Narragansett, S&amp;WIowegan 05-17-2019, 10:39 PM Joined Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 Likes: 181 likes 200 times in 73 posts OLDSTER It is a new gun Just picked it up today, haven't shot it at all. Rescue dog pays good money for her. She's got a one-inch shorter ear than her right ear. We go for a walk every day,
we walk around the beach, we backpack into the mountains, we drive across the country four times, she's always by my side. When she was sick, I'm helping you get better. When I was sick, You never left me next to me. We had a great time together. I guess God gave you one short ear, but I love you so much. It doesn't matter if she has one short ear. I miss my dog with one short ear. Last edited by Mehutch; 05-19-2019 at 09:42 AM The following 26 users
liked posts: 4506517, 75Vette, 9mmsubgun-m11, Ashlander, Blue14, Deputy Tom, Diesel Tech56, EricR, GerSan69, Grinner, Groo01, gwpercle, jimbo728, kiwi cop, Kraynky, Krogen, Lou_the_welder, mike from st pete, rwt1405, scruffy, ShivasIrons, shouldazagged, Sistema1927, spad124, Tadeus67, twodog max 05-18-2019, 1:01am:39AM Member Date: June 2012. Likes: 1,464 likes 702 times in 349 posts Quote: Originally posted by wellthought1 Thank you for
all the replies as it may affect the resale value, so I opened the ticket with the customer support of Smith &amp; Wesson. This rotating frame should be rejected before the final assembly IMO I paid good money for this revolver and I expect the quality I paid to. Again, thanks for the reply, did you buy the 686 sole for resale? I'm not trying to sniff or spy. If you buy it only to resell 10 or 15 years from now and intend to keep it unfired. For a factory that clears threeround shot-proof, then you might consider a warranty's claim, but the flaws will make it unique and worth more than 10 years from now, similar to a miss on a stamp or currency? Who knows? I'll definitely back the revolver with a canted front-eye that goes to the heart of the run of the revolver-what revolver is designed to do, however, if you buy a 686 to shoot, I'll shoot it first. If it's the right gun, Personally, I would pay more for a legitimate gun that has proven to
have cosmetic flaws than a cosmetic perfect gun that won't group or shoot out to one side, say I've bought a new M&amp;P Sport from a major online seller with a rejection policy - as long as I don't accept my LGS gun, the seller will take it back. To check at lgs I missed the scrape when i finished the tank and accepted it. Within two weeks, I contacted S&amp;W with a warranty claim for scraping. They sent a shipping label immediately. I sent all the rifles into
S&amp;W, replacing all the upper parts without question. Last edited by spad124; 05-18-2019 at 9:11 a.m., the following 3 users liked the post: rwt1405, Shouldazagged, TAROMAN 05-18-2019, 3:43 AM Member Join Date: Mar 2010 Location: Switzerland Posts: 1,070 Likes: 1,756 Likes 5,612 Times in 768 Posts If I buy a brand new gun with hard-earned money I expect to shoot well and look good 05-18-2019, 04:24, they can do what they can from customers.
1lowlife, 9mmsubgun-m11, Bajadoc, BrewsterII, CatboatWilly, hsmith9491, Jul, Krogen, M.Cunningham, Narragansett, OLDSTER, slickracer, spad124, stansdds, wellthought1 05-18-2019, 05:20 AM Joining date: November 2013 Venue: Virginia Post: 2,368 Likes: 1,989 Likes 2,436 times in 1,120 post days, revolvers don't do anymore to make it accumulate, so I'll send it back. The following 2 users liked the post: 05-18-2019, 06:03 AM Member Join Date: Aug
2012 Location: North Dakota Posts: 8,302 Likes: 10,312 likes, 8,271 times in 2,370 posts, some forum members think S&amp;W should get through in this type of junk just because there's a slight problem. I see the same thing in the Rucker forum. Who here accepts the obvious and visible color defects in the new vehicle or just let the production pass because it works OK according to the previous poster. The attitude of gun acceptance, such as OPs, is good
enough because it goes bang. Send the wrong signal to Smith and Wesson. Send that back and ask. Instead of ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________05-18-2019 Time: Florence, Alabama, USA Posts: 1716 Liked 780 Times in 458 D Postsang Now I have to look on stamps all my guns to make sure they read easily. Post 2 Users As: 05-18-2019,
06:52 AM Joined Date: June 2014 Post: 1,429 Likes: 3,074 likes 1,556 times in 713 posts unless it is sold and price is acne or the second factory I will send it back
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ The following users liked this post: 05-18-2019, 07:21 AM Joined Date: October 2017 Venue: Atlanta GA Post: 444 Likes: 25 likes 552 times in 219 posts,
have you ever wondered why Japanese products are so well made? Have you ever watched a Japanese man pick out 2x4 at home depot? Post of the following 2 users: 05-18-2019, 07:36 AM Joining date: April 2007 Venue: Virginia Post: 4,139 Likes: 4,931 Likes 4,807 times in 2,355 post quality control of S&amp;W is a shadow of the past itself. The artisans who created the firearms disappeared, replaced by CNC and MIM components assembled by staff and
sent the door out. If there is a problem, the buyer can live with it, fix it himself or return it. The following users liked this post: 05-18-2019, 08:05 AM Member Join Date: Dec 2014 Location: Upstate SC Posts: 10,032 Likes: 13,294 Likes 29,034 Times in 6,614 Posts There's nothing wrong with trying to have S&amp;W take care of any problems you've encountered, but checking your pre-purchase should you get caught up in your problem. Good luck getting a
satisfactory resolution. Louisiana Posts: 3,100 Likes: 2,505 Liked 3,167 Times in 1319 Posts, if nothing else, it would be an excuse for someone to buy it, perhaps from you or your future heir, to ask for a price cut. It's a new Steve W user, the following 2 users liked the post: Narragansett, wellthought1 05-18-2019, 09:27 AM Member Join Date: Jan 2015 Location: Black Hills South Dakota Posts: 1121 Likes: 2,873 Likes 1,815 times in review, posts 679 times are
important! View this thread to see replies I'm with Big Wheel Zip. Buy revolver hard to find 41Rem Mag online once, the picture looks great, just a little blur. So my rules on buying guns changed. Rule 1 - Never never bid/buy a gun unless it is manageable and verifiable. There are no dedicated online guns. The owner is MAD with me (because it has to be Like $800 for me, it might be a $400 gun, but I know he won't use that every time I look at it, the debris and
pinged slot cylinders will haunt me. I don't remember anymore that I didn't buy a few guns after the inspection. For new sales value, you can use the <a0> New I won't buy it, but I'm a little bit sback and it won't happen from the outset, there are thousands of people to choose from. This is what I'm looking for and buying new in the Attached Photos box __________________ SD'n social spacing since 1889. 10:11 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Aug 2013 Location:
Rhode Island Posts: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes 6,897 Times in 2,135 First Posts Guns Should Go Back, but I'll take it to the dealer and see if he can bring the distributor back, or at least get his opinion. I guess they still use distributors? I haven't bought a new S&amp;W since 1994, but if I do, you can be sure I'll look at it more than good. For me, I'm old school. I don't want to bbl 2 pieces of locks or catch a common Altamont, but that's just me. I still don't want mim
parts why ??, because I like to see case colors, but I'm sure MIM works well. I'm sure they turned things better badly, but from the stories I read here, the flaws are often not hidden, but the ordinary visual flaws that should be caught by the eyes watched in QC ____________________________ Pete. Joined Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 Liked 200 times in 73 posts claimed: Originally posted by spad124, did you buy the 686 sole for resale? I'm not trying to sniff or
spy. If you bought it just to resell it 10 or 15 years from now and intend to give it an unfired- except the factory that clears three-shot proof around, then you might consider a warranty claim, but the flaws will make it unique and worth more than 10 years from now, similar to a miss on a stamp or currency? Who knows? I'll definitely back the revolver with a canted front-eye that goes to the heart of the run of the revolver-what revolver is designed to do, however, if
you buy a 686 to shoot, I'll shoot it first. If it's the right gun, Personally, I would pay more for a legitimate gun that has proven to have cosmetic flaws than a cosmetic perfect gun that won't group or shoot out to one side, say I've bought a new M&amp;P Sport from a major online seller with a rejection policy - as long as I don't accept my LGS gun, the seller will take it back. To check at lgs I missed the scrape when i finished the tank and accepted it. Within two
weeks, I contacted S&amp;W with a warranty claim for scraping. They sent a shipping label immediately. I sent all the rifles. S&amp;W replaces all uppers without question. I bought it to protect the house and shoot, but I wanted it to look good, the following 2 users liked the post: 05-18-2019, 10:50 AM Member Join Date: Jun 2009 Posts: 174 Likes: 181 Liked 200 Times in 73 Posts Quote: Originally posted by MJFlores Attitude here in this post about living with it,
just encourage S$W to provide lower quality and turn out shoddy to work. They do what they can get away from customers, you're right, customers should call them out when a firearm like me comes out. The following 2 users liked the post: 05-18-2019, 10:53 AM Joined Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 Likes: 181 likes 200 times in 73 posts Quote: Originally posted by sheppard Why did you buy a gun to begin with? I'd have told the dealer to send it back. Lessons have
been learned for me. I should have noticed this at the time of the transfer and rejected the transfer for another new one. I just didn't watch it. I focused on the trigger and shot dry several times. I also made sure the tank matched the frame and the front eye did not. Canted, I just missed the pump on the side. The following 3 users liked the post: cinnwalt, Narragansett, spad124 05-18-2019, 10:58 AM Joined Date: April 2011 Post: 828 Likes: 404 likes 1,179 times in
365 posts Wow, very good made in the US stamp on that gun. What? I've never had anyone ever comment on a good made in the USA mark on my S&amp;W. A light strike won't bother me at all, 686 isn't a collectible, at least today S&amp;W is swinging them out. I'll see how it shoots. The following 3 users liked the post: Ashlander, hotshot357, TAROMAN 05-18-2019, 12:05 PM Join date: April 2011 Venue: This month? Posted: 3,549 Likes: 263 likes 4,109
times in 1675 Posts Quote: Originally posted by wellthought1 the word Made in the US Marcas Registradas Smith & Wesson is almost invisible, but they can be seen. I wonder if S&amp;W will replace that 05-18-2019 12:12 PM Member date join: Apr 2014 Location: Oregon Post: 62 Likes: 346 likes 61 times in 34 posts 7 to 800 for bad products What it might be easy money for, I didn't come easy enough to admit the wrong product, even if I missed something
right first. If you don't do it now, you'll regret it every time you take it out. In fact, I don't believe you'll shoot it like the gun you like. Long ago, when I bought a pro golf club set, sent me a driver, I put it down in front of me and said that as a club that looks funny, the pro took it out of my hands and said if you don't like it now, you won't hit it well. Send it back, send it back three times if you need to, until your satisfaction, then shoot the **** out of it 05-18-2019 12:30
PM Member Join Date: October 2015 Venue: Southern NJ Post: 4034 Likes: 12,984 Likes 3,294 Times in 1,508 Posts @OP I can appreciate the excitement of buying a new firearm to me, but it's over A light strike that sent a warning flag for me. The view of the area where the pump is made in the United States is that it changes color as if someone was trying to disfigure part of the revolver in my mind, someone representing a new used firearm, perhaps a store
that sells to you or a distributor. Do you check the serial number both at the bottom of the handle and on the frame opposite the crane? I'll contact Smith &amp; Wesson about it asap! Sadly, in my state, if I missed this thing in the prepurchase review, I would delay the replacement because I would have to get a new purchase license
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ The following 2 users liked the post: 05-18-2019, 02:00 PM Joined Date: June 2012 Venue: North Central Illinois Post: 975 Likes: 1,464 likes 702 times in 349 posts quote: Originally posted by wellthought1 lessons learned for me. I should have
noticed this at the time of the transfer and rejected the transfer for another new one. I just didn't watch it. I focused on the trigger and shot dry several times. I also made sure the tank matched the frame and the front eye did not. Canted, I just missed the pump on the side. The same thing happened to me and the sport. I focus on checking the mechanical parts and fit the top/bottom and think that scraping on the tank is some delivery lubricant. I'm not blocking the
remaining hubbabs in the store and focusing on the app. Now I take down the checklist and follow it, Irrifleman has a very accurate point, it seems, the area around it. Stamps used to run over and possibly the ground. The following users liked this post: 05-18-2019, 04:28 PM Joined Date: April 2011 Post: 801 Likes: 1,223 likes 487 times in 274 posts, kind of double edge sword, it will bother me as well, but I never let the minot bugs separate from the truly great
guns. It could affect the resale value, so Smith will have to get it right. But personally, I wouldn't sell a gun that shoots greatly. I have recently posted a 586 (blue model gun) with a more pronounced flaw: the front sight was mechanically wrong, making the part asymmetric. The gun is one of my best shooters though - on par or better than my K-38 masterpiece - so there's no way I'll let it go on that issue. Recently I let it go as some trade per vintage car, but if I
didn't have any other wonderful shooting guns. I've never been a part of it. Service, creation may be the same lot. For me, it's just a little annoying as carrying a gun and not an expensive zero-carry gun. I'd be very angry if my 686 Plus performance center looked like that. I sent back too many Smiths for the watch tank and the scary flaws in the real decorations are very worrying about light trade stamps. I'll measure it by trigger. If you have a nice and smooth
double action, keep it. If the trigger sucks it is a great way to bite another apple and try to get this good one 05-18-2019, 7:48! That is unacceptable for new guns, the following users liked this post: 05-19-2019, 10:04 AM Member Join Date: Jun 2001 Location: Florence, Alabama, USA Posts: 14 Liked 780 Times in 458 Posts Quote: Originally posted by wellthought1, I focused on triggers and dry shot several times. I also made sure the tank matched the frame and
the front eye did not. Canted, I just missed the pump on the side. We hope they will send one with a marker that reads easily and triggers a good pull and a straight barrel. Good luck, 3 users liked the post: Ashlander, hotshot357, wellthought1 05-19-2019, 11:52 AM Moderator Join Date: Jun 2007 Post: 21,861 Likes: 125 likes, 12,011 times, in 6,483 good posts both therapeutic and back. My usual attitude about this type of problem is - if you notice and pay
enough attention to ask for feedback, this is enough reason to send it back. The pumping won't get any better without this. SWHF 220 The following 3 users Liked Post: Ashlander, Lou_the_welder, Narragansett 05-19-2019, 03:32 PM Member Join Date: November 2008 Location: Indiana Post: 266 Likes: 28 Likes 248 Times Post 106 Quote: Originally Posted by Wellthought1 I expect this good payment for revolver. Of course, you didn't buy a gun manufactured by
a drunk monkey firearm. I despise shoddy craftsmanship, especially in what should be basic and easy to get right. I just looked at my recently purchased new 586 and the stamp in the same position as your 686 is not as deeply impressive as my old Smiths, but still easily visible and consistent in all the pumps. The following 2 users liked the post: 05-19-2019, 05:17 PM Join date: June 2001 Venue: Florence, M686 Likes: 14 Likes 780 Times in 458 Posts My M67
and M640 With Seal Made Deeply and Equally. 231 likes 366 times in my 108 posts 686 + 3 bought a few months back. Obviously, there's no pressure. Noting the difference in depth of the top line compared to the bottom line at the border on the crater, who said it has no canted cylinder, there is a corresponding cylinder gap .004, locked up like a vault, there is a smooth D/A trigger action and shot incredibly well (the picture is 5 shot double string, 25th action). 668, 686-6, 642, 442 05-19-2019, 07:27 PM Member Join Date: June 2009 Post: 174 Likes: 181 likes 200 times in 73 posts claim: Originally posted by lrrifleman @OP I can appreciate the thrill of buying a new firearm to me, but it is over A light strike that sent a warning flag for me. The view of the area where the pump is made in the United States is that it changes color as if someone was trying to disfigure part of the revolver in my mind, someone representing a
new used firearm, perhaps a store that sells to you or a distributor. Do you check the serial number both at the bottom of the handle and on the frame opposite the crane? I'll contact Smith &amp; Wesson about it asap! Sadly, in my state, if I missed this thing in the prepurchase check, I would delay the replacement because I would need a new purchase permit. I bought BudsGunShop.com a very famous dealer, so I wonder if they will fix any other illegal 05-192019, 7:37 am I would like to buy this gun, but obviously it's worn out, but if you take off another $50, I'll take off my glasses, hold my nose and take it off your hands. The following users liked this post: 05-19-2019, 07:59 PM Join date: November 2010 Location: Post-state over old: 2,150 Likes: 2,730 Likes 3,072 times in 1,026 posts If it was me (and not) I would be kind of stoked that the roll mark is light like that. You never know who's going to pay more. 08:31
PM Moderator Join date: January 2007 Venue: Great Lakes State Post: 22,352 Likes: 6,260 Likes 14,831 times in 3,378 posts I think I shouldn't buy this special Colt APMY Notice that the dead roll had a broken leg on the R, two colts collectors who had been listening to me for years to sell them were going crazy. I have a friend who is hypercritical and has never been satisfied with anything that lacks perfection. No wonder he's over 60 years old, single and
miserable. He wasn't happy with the Cooper Custom 52 model that didn't handle this, so he sold it to me. Well, less than half the original price. I like buying a gun from him! Choosing your battle in life IMO stamp on your 686 is not a problem
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________05-19-2019
08:33 PM 05-19-2019, 09:37 PM Member Date: February 2002 Post: 214 Likes: 90 likes 333 times in 86 posts on the other side, my 2019 41PC (laser shot) There are things I would call heavy strikes. Give a sharp feel, 80 grit, emery, tripe, fabric, etc. catch it. Touch it and get stuck in it, both the model number and the serial number. It looks like it is done with 1,000 small center fleas will never sell this one. The shot was too good. Just something to yack about. So
bad that they didn't make it smooth before it blurd. It's hard to see in the photos, but don't care at all. Last edited by MCM; 05-19-2019 09:39 05-19-2019, 09:48 US Veteran Join Date: Dec 2011 Location: WA. Post: 3111 Likes: 2,934 likes 2,956 times in 1,437 post-attitudes here in this post, about just living with it, just encouraging S$W to keep going to low quality and turn out shoddy to work. They did what they could to get away from the customers, I think
S&amp;W might do that anyway. It is a new normal for many of mfg's. That's just someone who spoke, last edited by LostintheOzone; 05-19-2019 at 9:52 a.m., the following users liked this post: 05-19-2019, 10:03 PM Joined Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 Likes: 181 likes 200 times in 73 posts I've gone ahead and opened tickets with Smith &amp; Wesson and included the original image of Blur. Old -4 and old S&amp;W revolvers look absolutely gorgeous - all the
pumps in the gun look great and fit and the finish is flawless! I'll eavesdrop **** off them to replace the properly created. For more than $700, I expect better than what I get. The following two users liked the post: LostintheOzone, toddimusnimski 05-19-2019, 22:16 PM US Veteran Join Date: Dec 2011 Location: WA. Posts: 3,111 likes: 2,934 likes, 2,956 times in 1,437 posts I think they'll take care of you Rucker and Smith are pretty good about that. Good luck
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ That's just someone who's talking. Join date: December 2017 Venue: North Carolina Post: 86 Likes: 48 Likes, 44 Times in 29 Posts, I have Springfield Armory Stainless Steel Load 1911-A1that with shallow serial number on the frame Over time, it is very difficult to read all the
numbers. Contact SA submitted under warranty, they deepen the numbers and customize the frame. Last edited by OttoLoader; 06-15-2019 01:51 AM 05-2019, 01:02 AM US Veteran Join Date: Jan 2010 Location: Wet side of Oregon post: 6,028 Likes: 7,429 Likes 6,882 Post 2,180 One of the following users liked this post: Page 24 06-13-2019, 10:25 PM Member Join date: February 2008 Location: PA Post: 10 Likes: 1 Likes 5 Times in 4 Trade Posts For Nickel I
poke around GB and rarely find anything to compare, like advice on the right value for this thing to be in a trading situation. It's decribed: it comes with an original wooden handle and a set of pachmayrs version 15-4, a box with tools, but a mismatched serial number. Any input will be greatly appreciated. Thank you, Attached Thumbnails 2 Users Liked Post: 06-13-2019, 22:41 PM Absent Comrade Join date: February 2013 Venue: Louisville, KY, USA Post: 19,363
Likes: 53,849 Likes 38,301 Times in 11,796 Views Good Look I'm not a big fan of nickel guns, but I'd love to have that gun____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ S&amp;WE catalog lists the value for the 15s as new in the $650 box, Excellent $500 very good $400, good $350 and fair $250, you have to
consider what the 15s model is doing in pa, which may vary greatly from, for example, CA. ________________________________ Ed 06-14-2019, 07:12 AM Member Join Date: April 2016: Post 638 Likes: 473 likes 869 times in 361 posts Quote: Originally posted by OldChief All I can say is a book saying that the nickel factory finished the premium rate. The S&amp;WE catalog lists the value for the 15s as new in the $650 box, excellent $500, very good $400,
well $350 and a fair $250. I agree with this gentleman's book estimate. I expect to pay between $450 (good deals) to $600 (a little expensive) in my area. Likes: 25 likes 552 times in 219 posts I'm not a collector so I don't have a business answering this question but... that's $700 a piece easily. My only problem is that the worthless box is the efforts of the current owner to raise the price. 06-14-2019, 09:17 AM Member Join Date: Feb 2008 Location: PA Posts: 10
Liked 5 Times in 4 Posts Quote: Originally posted by Arquebus357 I'm not a collector so I don't have a business that answers this question but... that's $700 a piece easily. My only problem is that the worthless box is the effort of the current owner to raise the price. I agree with the box in that (for me). It doesn't really add value, so don't set any premiums because of it. I have a weakness for nickel revolvers and I think in this case the trade, if a little close in his
favor. 06-14-2019, 09:44 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Apr 2008 Location: Mohnton, PA Posts: 437 Liked 312 Times in 139 Posts Quote: Originally posted by Arquebus357 I am not a collector, so I do not have a business that doesn't answer this question, but... that's $700 pieces easily. My only problem is that the worthless box is the efforts of the current owner to raise the price. At least there are no knives or buckles that don't match the YUP I agree with - for
here in PA, I expect to go between $675-$750, despite mismatched boxes ______________________ DAO Hunter, SWCA #2955แกไขลาสุดโดย petemacmahon; 06-14-2562 at 9:46 a.m. Reason: Spelling 06-15-2019, 07:30 PM Member Join Date: February 2008 Location: PA Post: 10 Likes: 1 Likes 5 times in 4 posts . 015 AK model and after adding additional cost for the trip (2 hours each way plus gas) and transferring it just doesn't add up, I'm still arguing
because I have a weakness for nickel and maybe if not for the half-day trip, I'll be more inclined, but as of now. At this point I leaned through, hoping that I wouldn't wind up sorry ETA if you think I'm the solution to my valuation, please let me know I'm still a rookie with these. Join date: February 2013 Venue: Louisville, KY, USA Post: 19,363 Likes: 53,849 Likes 38,301 Times in 11,796 Posts I can't bring myself to be part of the revolver for AK, even fancy. The
following users liked this post: 06-15-2019, 11:15 AM I find it hard to be a part of anything, that's my problem. The following users liked this post: 06-16-2019, 12:30 AM SWCA Joining Date: June 2010 Location: N GA Post: 4,131 Likes: 198 Likes 3,246 times in 1,352 posts Generally Speaking, Nickel revolvers were shipped in a gray box with blue writing, but not always. I have a nickel gun that was shipped from the factory with a blue box, but there is a valid end
sign. Sometimes they will ship the gun in any available box and stick. Label 06-16-2019, 12:35 I have a nickel gun that was shipped from the factory with a blue box, but with a valid end label. Sometimes they will ship the gun in any available box and label it correctly. In this case, it was identified by the seller the box is not the original of the gun (#different serial), so I did not use the inclusion in the mismatch box in my decision-making process, I viewed it as an
'shooter' rather than a collector's piece. 3,453 likes: 8,635 likes, 6,897 times in 2,135 posts, I bought a mint 15-3 pin bbl from a guy in the Philadelphia area last year, shipped for 520.00 I'm a p&amp;R person who's a valid and non-nickel fan. If nickel is premium, I would say that 50 IMHO coins is not a valid box like no box for me, so 575 tops for me ____________________ Pete, we managed to target a friend, the following user likes this post: page 25 06-152019, 11:10 I want to know the production date or it's out the date from the factory. 06-16-2019, 12:18 AM SWCA Member Join Date: Jun 2010 Location: N GA Posts: 4,131 Likes: 198 Likes 3,246 Times in 1,352 Claims: Original Post by Wellthought1 I recently purchased I want to know the production date or the date it's released from the factory. The serial number is BUH6xxx, any help will be greatly appreciated! Most likely to ship Nov/Dec 1995 and where are
the photos?? The following users liked this post: 06-16-2019, 10:12 AM Joined Date: Jun 2009 Post: 174 Likes: 181 Likes 200 Times In 73 Posts Thank you for information Ken L. 06-16-2019, 12:22 PM SWCA Member Join Date: June 2010 Location: N GA Post: 4,131 Likes: 198 Likes 3,246 Times 1,352 Post Quote: Original posted by wellthest 100 likes 3,246 times Love dem 686's. This is my 686 without a dash from Aug 1981, rotating my last duty..... The
attached thumbnail was last edited by KEN L; 06-16-2019 at 12.25pm. Page 26 06-12-2019, 01:52 PM SWCA Member Join Date: May 2008 Venue: 3,180 Likes: 590 likes 3,002 times in 1,232 posts to do pointless things? I just saw the 29-6 3 on the shelves at lgs for $750, the timer properly yoke and the ejected rod out was not customizable. Target Hammer I have two more 29 snubbies, 2 3/4 stainless steel and 2 5/8 blue ports. This one is not a port and the
cylinder is not fluck. The odd finish is not quite blue, not quite gray, definitely not parkerized or ceracoated, not pretty, just strange towards my eyes. I think this is a very good price and I don't think it's stupid because I don't think buying an N-frame smith snubbie is stupid but pointless????? Maybe i'm going I shot another one, I still qualify with them this year. I wonder what the collective wisdom is. Welcome input of last edited by robertrwalsh; 06-12-2019 at 02:05
AM The following users 2 Likes Post: 06-12-2019, 02:21 They're not looking for it, they don't really want it, but for some reason can't walk away. There are zillions made in P&amp;R pinned and not pinned to the pre-lock and back locks. There are friends who fill up three safes with these things and can't tell me why or what he's going to do with them because he doesn't know
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2 Users As: 06-12-2019, 04:06 PM SWCA Join date: May 2008 Venue: California Post: 3,180 Likes: 590 likes 3,002 times in 1,232 posts I went back and bought it. What can I say? Money Over Brain 06-12-2019, 04:46 PM SWCA Member Join Date: Aug 2013 Location: Road Island Post: 3,453 Likes: 8,635 Likes 6,897 Times in 2135 Post Quotes: Originally posted by robertrwalsh I bought back. What can I say? Pete, we give in the lead friends 06-12-2019, 04:54
PM Member Date: Apr 2011 Location: This Month? Posted: 3,549 Likes: 263 likes 4,109 times in 1675 posts claim: Originally posted by robertrwalsh I went back and bought it. What can I say? Well, since you're in Komiefornia, finding one is the hard part. 06-12-2019, 04:56 PM Member Date: Mar 2007 Venue: ALBUQUERQUE, NM Posted: 10,506 Likes: 6,233 likes, 17,982 times in 6,264 postsY! NRA LIFE Member 06-13-2019, 02:48 AM Member Join date: May
2010 Post: 1,006 Likes: 50 likes 193 times in 127 posts cited: Originally posted by robertrwalsh, I sort of wondered if the collective wisdom was welcome. I think it's a stupid waste of money, you've got two, you can shoot once, only once, maybe two, and you're covered there. In your 401k or give to a cause worth 06-13-2019, 06:44 AM Member Join Date: Jun 2013 Posts: 2,461 Likes: 2,832 Likes 3,149 Times in 1,269 Posts A good gun purchase will appreciate
faster than your 401k The following users liked this post: 06-1 3-2019 09:32 AM SWCA Member Join Date: May 2008 Location: Peoples Republic of Calif Posts: 3,180 Likes: 590 Likes 3,002 Times in 1,232 Posts I tend to agree with eveled, but that's a self-speaking The following users liked this post: 06-16-2019, 05:52 PM Joining Date: June 2017 Venue: Highlands, North Carolina Post: 1,300 Likes: 1,797 Likes 1,872 Times in 747 Post Quotes: Originally Posted
by robertwalrsh I recently saw 29-6 3 on shelves at LGS for $750, properly timered yoke and rod well off unconfigured Wide trigger smooth target hammer I have two more 29 snubbies, 2 3/4 stainless steel and 2 5/8 blue ports. This one is not a port and the cylinder is not fluck. The odd finish is not quite blue, not quite gray, definitely not parkerized or ceracoated, not pretty, just strange towards my eyes. I think this is a very good price and I don't think it's stupid
because I don't think buying an N-frame smith snubbie is stupid but pointless????? Maybe i'm going I shot another one, I still qualify with them this year. I wonder what the collective wisdom is. Welcome to my input, I found that my M24 and M29/629 are the most useful pistols I have ever used. I have an M24 LHS on my hip now and have most days. It's going to be a lazy family walk, maybe several miles with GSD... they cover well with me and offer a lot of
available horse power even with a short bucket. I had a 4x chance to carry a size 3 N frame over anything longer than anything while in the suburbs and had a 10-fold chance for my Woods-Gun. Loads that have many benefits as well... 200grain Gold Dot Fly ashtray from CCI in .44Special for round house and Burbs every day; 305 handsome solid seeds Keith loads quite warm for the forest to smoke any 2 and 4 leg hunters with the same truth. The weight of the
3 N frame is a pleasure carried while hiking, fishing, kayaking, checking fences and property. At our joint mountain family home. There is no other pistol I have or ever used, which is perfect for me for Woods-Gun, and especially for an outdoor man who is keen on an equally enthusiastic wife and daughter. YMMV... YMMV...
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